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DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF SCATTEROMETER
DATA PROCESSING ALGORITHMS
1.0 INTRODUCTION
In early 1976 the NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) Earth
Observation Division contracted with the Remote Sensing Center
to develop and implement the hardware and software required to
process raw radar measurements acquired using the 0.4 GHz,
1.6 GHz, and 13.3 GHz scatterometers to normalized radar cross
section. These scatterometers had been taken out of retirement
during 1976 and mounted on the NASA C-130 aircraft to be flown
in support of the NASA funded Agriculture Soil Moisture Experi-
ment (previously termed the Joint Soil Moisture Experiment).
A data processing system was developed and implemented by
Texas A$M University in 1976. The processing system was
structured to consist of two phases. First, digital magnetic
tapes of raw scatterometer measurements and ADAS/NERDAS data
were generated using the Remote Sensing Center (RSC) TI-980
minicomputer, a four channel analog-to-digital converter con-
structed by the RSC, an ADAS/NZRDAS discriminator constructed
by the RSC, and a fourteen track analog recorder supplied by
NASA Johnson Space Center as government furnished equipment.
These tapes were then processed to normalized radar cross
section using a software package implemented on the TAMU
Amdahl 470. This processing, system was documented in the
initial "final report" on the contract [1]. The program was	
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unique in that it utilized Hilbert transforms to sign sense
the scatterometer data and discrete digital Butterworth filters
to select the component of the return correspondence to spe-
cific incident angles. Detailed flow charts for this system
are Included in Appendix A.
Radar scatterometer data acquired during the 1976 Joint
Soil Moisture Experiment at the LACIE supersite in Finney
County, Kansas and a test site at Lawrence, Kansas was pro-
cessed using this processing system in 1977. In evaluating
these data several questions were raised concerning its
validity. As a result, considerable effort waF devoted to the
evaluation of data acquisition, data pre-processing and final
data processing. During this evaluation it was discovered
that the analog tape recorder that had been provided as
government furnished equipment by NASA Johnson Space Center
(JSC) could provide only marginal performance and was inade-
quate for processing scatterometer data. These problems were
summarized in the quarterly progress review presented at
NASA/JSC on September 22 and 23, 1977. The pertinent portions
of this presentation are contained in Appendix B. As a result,
another more suitable analog tape recorder was provided to
TAMU by NASA/JSC for processing scatterometer data.
Also during this evaluation, several other sources of
error were discovered. The most significant of these were:
1) poor performance of the Hilbert transform at low incident
2
zangles, 2) use of average flight parameters for each flight
line to compute cell geometry and area, 3) poor and/or inade-
quate flight log documentation leading to misinterpretation
of sensor parameters, 4) poor communication between sensor
system engineers at NASA and TAMU leading to the use of incor-
rect and/or outdated sensor calibration constants, and
5) inconsistent identification of the sign and cosine channels
of each scatterometer, and misleading identification of
channel assignments of these signals to tape recorder tracks
on the analog magnetic tape labels.
After the above mentioned problem areas were discovered
and many of them resolved, NASA/JSC began to implement a
software processing system in hopes of being able to process
future radar data in-house at less cost. TAMU was given
additional funding by the NASA/JSC Earth Observation Division
to support the establishment of this software system by the
Engineering and Development Division and evaluate its perfor-
mance in conjunction with the continuing evaluation of the
TAMU software system. TAMU was also given permission to expand
its processing capability to include the newly acquired
4.75 GHz scatterometer. Within this same time frame TAMU was
contracted by NASA/JSC Engineering and Development Division
to develop and design a real time hardware on-board processor
for the 1.6 GHz and 4.75 GHz scatterometer systems. Therefore,
the hardware processor design and software processor evaluation
proceeded simultaneously.
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The simultaneous activities on the hardware and software
processing systems proved to be extremely beneficial. Pri-
marily as a result of the new techniques that were being
developed for the hardware processor [2], two new software
systems were developed for processing scatterometer data. The
Hilbert transform and discrete digital filter approach was
abandoned in favor of approaches that relied on discrete
Fourier transforms for sign sensing and filtering. The major
advantage of this approach is that the filters can be modified
during data processing as a function of aircraft parameters
in order to maintain constant resolution and incident angle.
One system developed by TAMU relies on real valued
discrete Fourier transforms of each scatterometer quadrature
channel. Sign sensing is accomplished by algebraic manipula-
tions of each of these transforms. This system is identical
in processing procedure to the system developed by NASA/JSC.
The other processing system developed by TAMU has the identical
processing procedure that will be used in the on-board
scatterometer hardware processors. This system relies on a
single complex valued discrete Fourier transform to sign sense
and filter the quadrature signals [2]. This system is the
best in terms of speed of operation since 1.6 GHz, 4.75 GHz,
and 13.3 GHz data only half of the number of Fourier transforms
Lust be computed. And it provides identical results.
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The evaluation phase of the effort involved much personal
communication between TAMU and NASA/JSC employees. The many
performance tests and equation derivation verifications that
were painstakinily executed will not be included in this report.
Suffice it to say that agreement was finally achieved between
the software processing system at NASA/JSC and the two pro-
cessing systems developed at TAMU utilizing Fourier transform
techniques. However, the programs developed at TAMU and
NASA/JSC are not identical in their manner of construction
or execution. Parameters such as resolution, integration time,
•	 percent of data utilization, etc. are different for the two
processing systems. Users of scatterometer data should be
aware of these differences since they could have important
implications in the analysis of certain data sets.
In the following text the software processing systems
developed by TAMU as a final product will be described.
Differences in these programs and the NASA/JSC program will
be pointed out where appropriate. It should be noted that the
TAMU software system utilizing the single complex discrete
Fourier transform for sign sensing and filtering operates in
exactly the same manner as the TAMU design for the real time
hardware processor [2].
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2.0 GENERAL SYSTEN DESCRIPTION
The software system described in this document is the
final product of the project and is currently being used
exclusively for all radar scatterometer data processed at TAMU.
The general processing procedures are described in Figures 1-4.
The first step in processing scatterometer data is to digitize
the raw radar measurements as well as the ADAS or NERDAS data
stream, Figure 1. Both quedrature channels of radar measure-
ments are digitized simultaneously for one radar frequency
at a time. ADAS or NERDAS data are discriminated and digitized
at the same time and a computer compatible digital magnetic
tape is generated that contains the radar measurements and
time correlated ADAS/NERDAS data. The digitization rate of the
A/D converter is software controlled and depends on the radar
frequency being digitized.
The percentage data utilization is a function of the A/D
process and varies for each radar frequency. One hundred per
cent utilization would mean that all of the raw radar measure-
ments are digitized. This does not occur for either the TAMU
processor or the NASA/JSC processor. However, this does not
mean that the final output product does not provide continous
ground coverage.
The minimum integration time of the processor is set by
the record lengths and A/D rate used during the A/D conver-
sion process. Both the TAMU and NASA/JSC processor use the
6
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0.4 GHz 2.5 KHz 68.2
Figure 1. Simplified flow diagram of the first step of
the radar data processing procedure-Data
Digitization.
same record lengths and A/D rates. The minimum integration
time determines the smear distance of a resolution cell.
Although the basic integration times are the same between
NASA/JSC and TAMU, NASA/JSC defines resolution differently than
TAMU thereby causing the actual ground coverage obtained from
the two processing systems generally to be different. This
is discussed later.
Each radar frequency and polarization combination must be
digitized individually. When this is complete, the 9 track
I
	 computer compatible tape is used to input the digital data to
the TANU Amdahl 470 computer where the main processing soft-
ware resides. The Amdahl 470 processes the measurements to
normalized radar cross section using the program SCATTER.:.ZTA78
and produces both punched card and line printer output (Figure 2).
The processed data are then put into report format for distri-
bution using the TI-990 minicomputer, plotted for analysis
purposes, or ave;•aged as desired (Figure 3).
The principal component of the processing system is the
program SCATTER.CZTA78. This program sign senses, filters, and
computes the normalized radar cross section. A general flow
chart of this program is shown in Figure 4.
In evaluating the processing system, each step of the
process was investigated individually. The accuracy of the
digitization process was tested and the ADAS and NERDAS
8
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lure 2. Simplified flow diagram of the second step
of the processing procedure - Sigma Zero
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Figure 4a). Simplified Flow Diagram of Program SCATTER.CZTA78
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Main Program Module:
SCATTER.CZTA78
Gain, Beamwidth, Gamma Modules
1 .6 NH
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r
L. VY
+R
t
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Figure 4.b) Antenna gain, beamwidth and
roll-off function modules are loaded
into main proqram Scatter at time of
program execution for the frequency
and polarization combination being
processed.
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discrimination tested. These were found to work satisfactorily
and compare to NASA/JSC results for the same input data. The
quality of the 9 track digital tape is tested each time a set
of radar data are processed by executing a fast Fourier trans-
form of the first few records and comparing the spectrum to
that observed (and photographed) on the analog spectrum
analyzer when the analog tapes are digitized. All of these
functions proved to be satisfactory after the original analog
tape recorder problems were rectified.
The major effort in the evaluation process proved to be
the validation of the main program component, SCATTER.CZTA78.
This program basically evaluates the radar equation as given by
equation (1) for the normalized radar cross section. The
assum tions upon which equation (1) is based were evaluated,
and the techniques and accuracy of computing each of the terms
in equation (1) were evaluated. The details of each of these
evaluations will not be given, only a summary of several major
points.
3.0 GENERAL RADAR EQUATION SOLUTION
At the outset of this report period two forms of the
general radar equation were used to estimate the radar cross
F
	 sections, o°, from the scatterometer measurements. At TAMU
the form used is
F
1i
	
	
62- Z6P R
	 (1)
^^' Kr G'r ^►t P Q
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E= wavelength
= cable loss
= system constant, calibration
- roll - off function
t = antenna two -way gain
r = receiver power
t = transmitter power
= range to ground cell in view
- area of ground cell in view
the form used was
,13 Cl- y =V __	 C`' 2 Ac	 '8k1c^C KS rGt (^)
r = rms volts corresponding to the received band-
width
t = rms volts corresponding to the calibration
bandwidth
= aircraft altitude
V = aircraft velocity
Ac = cos (A) cos*cos^
antenna beamwidth
BWc = bandwidth of the calibration signal
BWi = in tantaneous bandwidth corresponding to thei t incident angle
- roll angle
drift angle
(Z)
14
The two expressions are related and equivalent if it is
assumed that the ground cell area, A, in equation (1) is
j	 given by
I
where
Ai instantaneous viewing angle to the i th ground
cell
Ae = the angular width corresponding to the BWi
The above assumption which connects equation (2) to equation
(1) is, unfortunately, valid only if the value of roll and
drift remain equal to zero. This is almost never true, there-
fore, the authors of the orginal NASA /JSC system were forced
to make another assumption to cover this situation; i.e., in
the presence of aircraft roll and drift the area becomes
The validity of the above assumptions was extensively analyzed
at TAMU [3]-[4]. It was found that equation ( 3) (first
assumption) wa0 accurate to within ±1% for the case where
^=*= 0; however, for ^#O, 0#0, equation (4) (second assumption)
yielded erroneous values of ground cell area which were off by
as much as 7% for nominal aircraft perturbations. On the basis
of these analyses it was concluded that the more general form
(4)
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is
.of the radar equation, expression (1) above, would be the best
form to use for data processing.
The results of this analysis also showed that the area
calculation should be done using the expressions and techniquEs
that have always been used at TAMU; i.e.,
	
,,p_ "Cya 
—Y.,)
	 (s)
ear so
as defined in reference [4). The NASA/JSC program was modified
to compute area in the same manner for purposes of consistency
between the two software processors and the hardware processors
which are being implemented.
4.0 DOPPLER FREQUENCY SHIFT CORRECTIONS
4.1 Effect on Range and Area Computation
The value of R4/A (equation (1) above) obviously makes a
substantial contribution to the value of co ; therefore, a
careful evaluation of the technique for computing these values
was done. It was found that adjustments had to be made to
account for doppler filter center frequency and doppler filter
R
t.
	 band-edge shifts associated with the discrete nature of the
Power Spectral Density PSD lines. For example,P	 Y (	 )	 P  the center
frequency of the filter corresponding to a particular viewing
angle is given by
(6)
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r
S
F
t
t
where 
eL is the viewing angle with respect to the aircraft
gravity vector. Now, as illustrated in Figure S. this value
may or may not fail as the center of one of the PSD lines.
Similarly, the bandwidth, BW i , is actually some integer set
of PSD lines, and thus the filter band -edges do not actually
BWifall at fd± -7—, but in fact fall at the edge of one of the
PSD lines. The true bandwidth may be calculated as
	
,IPU/ = f8y3 A P ^ a & Arfl	 (7)
where the notation [ ] 1 means taking the integer value, and
Af is the spectral line width given by Af - f s /N where N is the
number of lines in the PSD and f  is the sample frequency used
by the AID converter. The true center frequency is then
given by
	
d^ OIA f o. S2r	 (8)
whenever the expression
A	 Z, e Wi 1A P -, ^n 0,
is odd, and by
: ,a^'llrs,4+os7s fo J
(9)
(10)
whenever NF  is even.
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Figure 5. Effect of discrete nature of the DFT on filter
center frequency and bandwidth.
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Note that at most, the center frequency or the band-edge
will be off by Af/2. The influence of this perturbation on
the value of range, R. can be evaluated. Range is given by
tf4 = 000^	 d 6t	 (11)
Since aLi and fd are related to equation (6), we can write
i	 i
^^ _
	 ®^	 (12)
where Ri is the range to the repositioned ground cell with the
center frequency off by df/2. It can be shown that this func-
tion is maximum when the value of af s is maximum. This maximum
occurs at the lowest frequency, 0.4 GHz. Also, the largest
percentage difference between R i and Ri occurs at the smallest
e L ; i.e., normally S degrees. Thus, the ratio in equation (6)
can have values as large as 1.07. This implies that if the
center frequency shifts are not accounted for in the calcula-
tion of R4 the error can be as much as 33% when processing
0.4 GHz data. When this is applied to equation (1) to compute
a°, the result could be off by as much as 1.23db.
Similarly, the bandwidth shifts can produce effective
cell length changes that result in actual cell area changes,
consequently these shifts must also be accounted for in the
evaluation of the cell area, A. This is automatically
accounted for in the TAMU data reduction system because of the
19
way the area is calculated [2). This is discussed further in
Section S.O.
4.2 Effects on Usage of Antenna Gain and Roll-Off Filter
Functions
The shift in filter center frequency must be accounted
for in the system antenna gain, G rGt , and in the evaluation
of the roil-off filter function, Z(f). The effect on roll-off
was found to be of less consequence than in the antenna gain.
Because of the reportedly irregular shape of the antenna gain
!	 pattern, small frequency shifts tend to produce substantual
changes in the resulting calculated value of a°. The most
dramatic effects were noted in the 13.3 GHz and 4.75 GHz
antenna patterns. This effect is also explained in the last
few viewgraphs in Appendix Ii. This effect has been subsequently
.
diminished to some extent by using smoothed antenna gain
tables [4].
i	 4.3 Low Viewing Angle Effects
The analysis of geometry effects on the solution of
equation (1) reveal that there are limits on the doppler band-
`	 width at low viewing angles. As illustrated in Figure 6,
whenever half of the actual bandwidth, BW A/2, is greater than
the doppler center frequency, f dc , for a specified filter;
e.g., -5 degrees viewing angle, the lower bound of the band-
width will extend off the end of the positive spectral filter
20
look angle, OL
roll angle, 0
do
Isodopplers Corresponding
to the Desired Bandwidth
(BRIO) . If * 0 0 then fdc <
can occur.
Action To Be Taken:
If fdC < BM/2, set fdC = BM/2
or
If fdc < BW/2, set a flag
Figure 6. Bandwidth and frequency limits at low
viewing angles.
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region. This has the effect of limiting the actual viewing
angle to certain minimum values. it can be shown that these
minimum viewing angle values are given by (2)
13^..,	 ( )
where	 k - L -tan*tan®
and
L - ground cell length
N - altitude of aircraft
$ - drift angle of aircraft
0 - roil angle of aircraft
Some values of the above expression are illustrated in Figure 7.
Note that for increasing cell sizes the limit rapidly approaches
-S° when only a small amount of aircraft roll is applied.
Two approaches are used to handle the above limiting
cases. At TAMU the value of the true viewing angle is limited
so that the effective bandwidth never extends off the end of
the PSD. At NASA/JSC the output data set is flagged with a
caution note. Either technique is considered acceptable.
5.0 GROUND RESOLUTION CELL SIZE
Two different definitions of ground cell size or ground
cell length were found to be in use by TAMU and NASA/JSC.
First, TAMU software maintains a constant cell length, Figure 8,
2i
e  > tan-1 { K+tan20)1 /2
+8
	
where K = {L/Ncos^} - tan*tano
H +6 j•^•° .•.
c
a
^/^	 •. Cell length drift angle
j
•100,.
	 — -- - -	 40 100
zx
.....
.— 60 100
--- ------	 60 00
0
-2	 -3	 -4	 -5	 -6	 -1	 -8
0L 
1 
Minimum Viewing Angle (degrees)
Figure 7. Viewing angle limits as a function of
roll angle and drift angle.
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l
Typical Cell Lengths - TAMU Processor*
.	 T -T (sec)1	 0 L meters	 L feet L	 meters L	 feet
13.3 GHz	 0.08 25	 82.02 18.68 61.3
1.6 GHz	 0.41 50	 164.04 18.42 60.4
i	 0.4 GHz	 0.82 75	 246.06 11.84 38.84
*Computed for 2048 samples/record and 150 Kts ground speed
Bandwidth is adjusted to keep L constant for
all 9L and velocities.
Figure 8• Illustration of the ground cell length as
defined by TAMU.
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as aircraft parameters vary. This cell length includes both
the instantaneous viewing length and the "smear" distance
coved by the aircraft during the integration time, to to tl.
On the other hand, NASA/JSC defines the cell length as the
instantaneous viewing length, Figure 9. In the NASA/JSC
program the cell length, L', is a program input, and bandwidth,
BWi , is adjusted to keep the input value of L' constant for
all viewing angles. However, as the aircraft flight parameters
change the total ground coverage per cell, L, computed using
the NASA/JSC processor will change slightly. This difference
in the TAMU and NASA/JSC processors is not significant. But,
the fact that NASA/JSC defines the cell resolution length as
the instantaneous resolution can be si gnificant if the user
does not understand what it means. It is important since the
actual ground coverage is greater than the instantaneous
resolution by the "smear" distance that results from the time
integration process involved in filtering.
6.0 COMPARISON OF GENERAL PROGRAM STRUCTURES
The over all systems used to compute a° at NASA/JSC and
at TAMU are similar in the sense that both use the discrete
Fourier transform to calculate the estimated PSD; however, they
differ quite significantly in the way the data are ;.andled
before and after the PSD estimate is made. Also, there is a
a
	 basic difference in the way the sign-sensing is accomplished.
s
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Typical Cell Lengths
i
T •T (sec)
1^ L(meters)
n 13.3 GHz	 0.08	 42.7
f
1.6 GHz-	 0.41	 68.2
0.4 GHz	 0.82	 99.8
*Computed for 2048 sample
NASA/ESD Pi
L feet .
140.2
223.7
327.4
/record and
-ocessor*
L' meters
	
L' feet
	
36.58	 120
	
36.58	 120
	
36.58	 120
150 Kts ground speed
Bandwidth is adjusted to keep L' constant
for 0 
Ground speed variations cause variations in L
Figure 9. Illustration of the ground cell length as
defined by NASA/ESD.
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The general approach used by both TAMU and NASA/JSC is
illustrated in Figure 10. Phase I consists of digitizing
selected segments of analog data from the 14-track tapes made
on board the aircraft. Phase II uses the 9-track CCT containing
the digitized data to calculate and record c° along with
appropriate aircraft parameters and time.
6.1 NASA/ESD General Program Structure
The NASA/ESD general program structure is illustrated in
Figure 11. Note that the system builds two complete and
separate files, one ccrtaining ADAS/NERDAS data and one con-
taining filtered data for each record from the CCT digital data
tape. After the last record is processed the two files are
merged into an output data set by averaging both aircraft and
filter data over approximately 0.5 second intervals for 13.3
GHz data and longer intervals for the lower frequencies.
Next, these data are correlated to aircraft nadir time. The
only time limitation noted in examination of this approach
was that the two files built prior to merging dictate a limit
on the length of the time segment that can be processed during
any one execution phase. This limit is most severe for
13.3 GHz data where only lines of 250 seconds or less can be
processed.
The sign sensing and PSD estimates are done by first
calculating two discrete Fourier transforms, one for the sine
'	 S
E
t
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Output
Products
PHASE I
Analog Radar
Data
14TRK
	
A/D
PCM TAP
FORMAT AND
OUTPUT
LISTING
PHASE II
9 TRK
	
Digital
CCT
	
Radar
Data
Figure 10. Scatterometer data processing procedure.
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Figure 11. General program structure of the
NASA/JSC processing system.
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channel and one for the cosine channel of the input data set.
The output of these two data sets are then used to get the PSD
coefficients.for either the fore or aft data using the
expressions
^W _ ^^,tz.f —IC ;F o?c	 :7k a.	 (14)
dW	 :7A
(15)
where
	
	 A+ = fore PSD coefficient of i th frequency component
A- = aft coefficient of i th frequency component
RS = real Fourier coefficient of i th frequency
component, sine channel
IS - imaginary Fourier coefficient of ithfrequency
component, sine channel
IC - imaginary Fourier coefficient of i th frequency
component, cosine channel
RC = real Fourier coefficient of i th frequency
component, cosine channel
k = scaling constant
6.2 TAMU General Program Structure
In contrast to the above, the TAMU system illustrated in
Figure 12 processes each digital record completely, from 9-
track input CCT to the output data set, in one pass. Using
this technique there is no specific limits on how long each
input data set must be. The processing begins with the first
30
START
READ	 START/STOP TIMES
RUN	 SET-UP	 TAPE FILE N
PARAMETERS 4 DATA	 CONSTANTS, DUMP FLAGS
	
CCT	 INITIALIZ
DIGITAL	 SYSTEM
	
DATA	 CONSTANTS
I*-	 RUFF9RC	 rA
READ
DIGITAL
TAPE	 PRINT
RECORD	 BUFFER
LINE
COMPUTE
fA' 'WA' 'AL'	 PUNCH
For each cell	 r BUFFER
LINE
PERFORM CX
-DFT,EVALUATE
FILTER PWR	 ILIA
b CALIB. PWR	 "el- LAST
AECOORD
CALCULATE b
BUFFER
A/C DATA
CORRELATED T 
MR K
A
Figure 12. General program structure of the TAMU
Processing System.
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record and continues serially until the last record is done.
The other important difference is in the way the discrete
Fourier transform is used to do both PSD estimating and sign
sensing in one pass. As illustrated in Figure 13, the NASA/ESD
system regaires two fast Fourier transforms to produce the aft
data PSD, while with one complex fast Fourier transform the
TAMU system produces both the fore and aft PSD.
Actual data runs of the TAMU system have established that
the average machine computation time per record is 0.102
seconds. The average I/O time is 0.016 seconds per record for
a total processing time of 0.118 seconds per record using the
TAMU AMDAHL 470. Using the latest pricing equation at the TAMU
Data Processing Center the cost per record comes to $0.01334.
Note that it matters some if the data is 0.4 GHz. In
this scatterometer system the sign sensing is not done, and
thus the TAMU system, as with NASA/ESD, performs two fast
Fourier transforms to get the PSD estimate. Run records for
0.4 GHz data through the TAMU system indicate an average of
0.1763 seconds per record with the I/O time the same; I. e.,
0.016 seconds per record, giving a total of 0.1923 seconds
per record for 0.4 GHz processing.
6.3 Comparison of Processing Results
Comparisons were made of the output of the two scattero-
meter systems.- The sample data set chosen to use for the test
32
^ )-j "J- Aft Spectrum
NASANSC Double FFT
5+30	 SQUARE
SINE	 ^ DST	
RS
I
CX	
S
RC
COSINE CX	 +
	
DFT
	
IC
SQUARE
C+JO
e+jwt
TAMU Single Complex FFT
S+jC
CX	 DFT
SQUARE
R	 +
+ 2^
Fore and
Aft SpectrumCOSINE
e-Jwt
	
SQUARE
Figure 13 Sign sensing techniques used by TAMU and
NASA/ESD.
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was Line S. Run 2, from Mission 347 made on 23 September 1976.
Data acquired over Fields 17 and IS were used as test data.
In one test both TAMU and NASA/ESD processed the data using the
some digital input data (Figure 14a) and b)). The digital data
tape used for this test was produced by NASA/BSD. Some
reformatting was done by both NASA/ESD and TAMU to make the
input compatible with TAMU software. The results shown in
Figure 14 indicates that both systems gave the same estimated
Q° within +1.5 db. This test demonstrated that Phase II of
the processing systems were comparable.
A second test was run at TAMU using the same data time
segment, but processing was done using as input a digital tape
made at TAMU. The results of this test, shown in Figure 15 a)
and b), indicate that both systems produce the same result from
end-to-end. This test demonstrates that Phase i, the digitiza-
tion process, is also comparable.
Some problems in getting equivalent results were encoun-
tered early in testing, but subsequently were resolved as
differences in the system constants, antenna patterns and
roll-off tables between the two systems.
7.0 TAMU COMPLEX DIGITAL FOURIER TRANSFORM SYSTEM
7.1 Advantages of New System Over the Hilbert Transform System
The Complex Discrete Fourier Transform (CDFT) software
system is designed to interface with the same digital computer
34
Mission 347 line 5 Run 2 (Lawrence, Kansas)
20
10
September 23, 1976 16:57:58.0 to 16:58:01.5
1.6 6Hz Field 17
Resolution:L • 73 meters
NWAIESO - squares and diamonds
TAMU - Triangles
0
HH
a 6
w
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v
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0
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-10
	 -20	 -30	 -40
Look Angle (degrees)
Figure 14.a) Comparison of TAMU and NASA/ESD processing
software using as input a common digital
tape generated by NASA/ESD.
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Mission 347 line 5 Run 2 (Lawrence, Kansas)
September 23, 1976 16:58:04.5 to 16:58:07.1
20
10
m	 0
P
-10
.o
-20
-30
-40
1.6 GHt Field 18
Resolution:l - 73 meters
TAMU - Triangles
NASA/ESD - Squares
HH
HV
0
-10
	 -20	 -30	 -40
Look Angle (degrees)
Figure 14.b) Comparison of TANU and NASA/ESD
processing software using as input ^ .: mon
di gital ta pe generated by NASA/ESD.
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Mission 347 Line 5 Run 2 (Lawrence, Kansas)
September 23, 1976
20
	
1.6 GHz Field 17
Resolution :L - 50 meters
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Figure 15.a) Mission 347 Field 17 processed by TAMU
using as input a digital tape generated
by TAMU.
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Mission 347 Line 5 Run 2 (Lawrence, Kansas)
September 23, 1976
20
10
m	 0
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N -10
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1.6 GHz Field 18
Resolution:L = 50 meters
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Figure 15.b) Mission 347 Field 18 processed by TAMU
using as input a digital tape generated
by TAMU.
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respective filter, as opposed to an average center frequency
used by the earlier HT system. Similarly, the value of the
ground cell area, A, is calculated using the actual upper
and lower doppler contours that bound the respective cell being
viewed at that instant in time, rather than average frequencies
for each cell over the flight line.
{
	
	 The ratio of the power received to the power transmitted
is taken from the sum of the power spectral density (PSD)
lines of the CDFT within the doppler frequency band defining
the ground cell can be continuously updated as a function of
aircraft parameters, the DFT filtering approach provides a
technique to adaptively filter the radar output to maintain
cell size and incident angle.
In the HT system the digital filter is used to acquire
power within each band, including the calibration power, Pt.
Each of the digital filters is pre-designed for an average
center frequency over the entire flight line. This does not
provide constant resolution or incident angle as aircraft
flight parameters vary since aircraft dynamics cause the
center frequency corresponding to each viewing angle to vary
over the length of the flight line. To calculate a new center
frequency and re-design each filter for each ground cell
would be absolutely prohibitive in machine costs. However,
the nature of the CDFT makes it quite easy to optimize band
39
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compatible tape (CCT) format used by the Hilbert tYansform (HT)
sysyem [1] previously developed at TAMU to process scattero-
meter data. The system performs repeated scattering coeffi-
cient estimates for eight aft viewing angles. The output data 	 s
set has the scattering coefficients, a , aligned with respect
to the aircraft nadir times. As before, the scattering coef-
ficient is calculated using the expression
^.^Tl! ?V C't	 J fr
^i R k GrGt
where	 a = wavelength
R = range
A	 = area
CL - cable loss
Ks = system constant
Z(fd) = roll-off
G 
r 
G 
t
= antenna gain
Pr = power received
Pt = power transmitted
The important difference in the solution techniques used by
the CDFT is in the evaluation of the four variables R, A, Pr,
and Pt.
First, the range, R, is calculated to the center of the
actual ground cell based upon actual center frequency of the
(16)
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and center frequency for each cell evaluated by the stem.
7.2 CDFT Algorithm Summary
i
	
	 For each set of digital data taken from the CCT, the CUT
system must evaluate ,sight sets of range, area, roll-off, gain,
and power-ratios. This is accomplished in the order illustra-
ted in Figure 16. The symbols used are defined in Table 1.
To evaluate e d , the doppler angles, the viewing point coordi-
nates of each viewing angle are first calculated using the
geometric relations in Figure 17.
Y^ = /V	 (17)
X = X "COd 0 f y'.ti., 116	 (19)
Y = ,Y	 0 — y "ear A(	 (20)
The doppler angle, e d , is then given by
e,/ = 7XA1 ,y
^^
y
^ 	 (21)
The doppler cent-- frequency is then given by
^ 2y)S^r! B^
	 (22)
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9 TRK	 Digital Radar Data
TAPE	 and ADAS/NERDAS
INPUT OUT 	 BUFFER
CCT	 TO LINE	
A
RECORD	
PRINTER
SCREEN
A/C DATA
SET BUFFER
POINTERS
r
<8? 
NO	 DFT(S+j C)	 Cal Signal P
I=I+1
Compute: ed , fd, ofd' I=1
Wi g BWt , Nc, fd	,	 I d	, I>8?
c	 1 NO
Idr' edt • Rt' 0 I=I+
EVALUATE Pr/Pt
LOOK UP GAIN AND ROLL-OFF land a 
LOAD INTO
OUTPUT BUFFERCALCULATE AREA
Figure 16. Computational algorithm for computing
sigma zero.
A
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iTABLE 1
Symbol Cross Reference/Definition
ed	 Doppler Angle - Viewing angle referenced to the plane of
the ground track and aircraft gravity vector.
fd	 Doppler frequency associated with a particular viewing
angle.
pfd Bandwidth desired or calculated.
NFi Number of filter elements (or discrete spectral lines)
needed to make Ofd.
BWt
 True bandwidth - NF  times the spectral line width.
N 	 Center frequency index value.
fdc True doppler (center) frequency associated with the
true bandwidth, BWt.
Ifdl Left-most doppler filter index pointer
Ifdr Right-most doppler filter index pointer
edt	 True doppler angle associated with true doppler center
frequency, fdc'
Rt	 True Range - range from antenna to the true center of
the ground cell defined by fdc 
and edt'
OA Viewing angle referenced to the aircraft coordinate
system, but without pitch correction, used for gain
look-up.
OU I
True viewing angle, corrected for shift in doppler
center frec,sency due to discrete PSD lines.
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Fx'
y = sink-cosm 	
yt	 0	 0	 101 z
^ - roll angle
- drift angle
Figure 17. Definition of processing coordinate system.
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where	 v - aircraft ground speed
A - scatterometer wavelength
Next, the desired bandwidth, Af d , is calculated using
dil = x, Us -'Vol
where	 L
X^= (A H
and	 L - instantaneous ground cell length
H - aircraft altitude
The number of filter elements required in the PSD set to repre-
sent the desired bandwidth is calculated by
Abc =( (^i/ fO.s-Z	 (25)
where	 N = number of lines in the PSD.
fs = sample frequency of digitizer when making
the CCT.
The notation [ ] I means integer value of the floating point
expression enclosed.
Note that the true bandwidth is the sum of the filter
elements needed, NF i , thus
Axle = laci- M/w)
gives the actual bandwidth over which the power will be sumed.
(23)
(24)
(26)
4s
The center frequency index for the PSD buffer is given by
Ir.	 ( M/ .0. 40--r.7,
	
(27)
and the true  center frequency is then
,6, = Al. (*VAJ*)	 (28)
whenever the value of NF i is odd. When the value of NF i is
evens N  is given by
WC = ftdl%a)IX	 (29)
and the true center frequency is
04C = (Ac #0.)(1-63)	 (30)
Similarly, the value of the PSD left and right power sum-
mation painters depend on whether NF i is odd or even. For the
case where NF i is odd the left pointer is given by
when NFi is even, the left pointer is given by
Alc vk/ Al-Ori,14 	 (32)
ti
.i
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In either case the right pointer is given by
.^jbp = ZA, f Alm. —/	 ( 33)
Next, since the actual doppler center may have been
shifted by as much as one -half a spectral line in the PSD, the
true doppler angle, and thus the true viewing angle, may be
shifted accordingly. The true doppler angle is given by
B^^ s S.TiV	
2V)	
(34)
The true (or corrected) viewing angle is now evaluated by
^(1"
W4Y19;drV&%t tYJ 77741	 (3S)
The true range, R t , to the cell may be evaluated by
(36)
and the antenna angle, 9 A , is given by
The value of antenna gain is evaluated using the actual
viewing angle, 9 A. The value of system roll-off is evaluated
using the true doppler center frequency, fdc'
47
The value of cell area, A. is calculated using the doppler
contour technique described in 141 (5); i.e.,
K/'CYi - Y,
where
and	 8 = antenna beadwidth
The value of yl and y2 are given by
YZ =	 7^iw0J96.w 00^f <7^w ^1^,• -/Jt `cos AO
-/,Iva] 40
where ki	 (^.2vv)2i
The value of f i is interpreted to be f l	lower doppler fre-
quency limit of the actual bandwidth and f 2 = upper doppler
limit: of the bandwidth.
After completing the above calculations for each of eight
viewing angles, the PSD buffer is calculated using the CDFT.
The input to the transform is programmed so that the real part
is always the true sire signal and the imaginary part is always
the true cosine signal from the radar analog data set. The
output of the CDFT, which convolves on the basis of a jWt , is
the set of Fourier coefficients arranged such that the aft
data is associated with positive frequencies and the fore data
48
is associated with the negative frequencies, Figure 18. The
PSD buffer is then filled with the square of complex absolute
values of the aft data coefficients.
Using the index pointers already computed, the P r and Pt
values are found by summing over the appropriate sets of PSD
lines. Now one only needs to evaluate equation (1), above,
for each of the eight viewing angles. This will complete the
calculation cycle for one instant in time, and one CCT record.
The TA.MIJ CDFT system is designed to process data from any
one of four scatterometer frequencies; i. e., 0.4, 1.6, 4.75,
or 13.3 GHz. The system has been tested extensively using
1.6 and 13.3 GHz data inputs. It has had some testing with
both 0.4 and 4.75 GHz data, however, measurements at these
frequencies were limited during the course of this evaluation.
Appendix C is a FORTRAN listing of the processing system
and is complete with the exceptiVn of the antenna gain tables.
Appendix D contains references [3) and (4) which might
otherwise be difficult to obtain.
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fN/2
-f3 -f2 -f 10 f1 f2 f3
FFT Coefficients for
	
FFT Coefficients for
AFT Spectrum
	
Fore Spectrum
Figure 18. Spectral arrangement of the complex
digital Fourier transform.
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IAPPENDIX B
VIEWGRAPHS OF SEPT BIBER 1977
I
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SCATTEROMETER DATA PROCESSING
DISCREPANCY: MISINTERPRETATION OF AIRCRAFT FLIGHT LOGS/TAPE I.D.
1. 15 DB GAIN ASSUMED IN ONE CHANNEL OF THE
1.6 GHZ SYSTEM.
2. MISINTERPRETATION AS TO WHAT ROLL-OFF FILTER
WAS USED ON SOME DATA RUNS.
3. TERMINOLOGY DENOTING IN-PHASE AND QUADRATURE
CHANNELS OF 1.6 GHZ AND 13.3 GHZ SYSTEM
CONFUSING AND MISUNDERTSTOOD.
ACTION: 1. VERBAL CLARIFICATION OF MEANING OF FLIGHT LOG
INFORMATION (CORRECTED 1. AND 2.)
2. SPECTRUM ANALYSIS TO DETERMINE CHANNEL CONTAINING
CALIBRATION SIGNAL AND TIME HISTORY PLOTS OF SEVERAL
ANGLES OF NON-SHIFTED PROCESSED DATA TO DETERMINE
WHICH OF THE QUADRATURE CHANNELS LEAD AND WHICH
LAGS IN-PHASE.
RESULT: THE CALIBRATION SIGNAL WAS FOUND TO BE ON OPPOSITE
QUADRATURE CHANNELS FOR THE 1 . 6 GHZ AND 13.3 GliZ RADARS.
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SCATTEROMETER DATA PROCESSING (CONTINUED)
SUMMARY (CONTINUED)
D*SCREPANCY: INCONSISTANCY OF TIME REFERENCE
1. ADAS INFORMATION COULD NOT BE DISCRIMINATED
. POOR TAPE REPRODUCE CAPABILITY (GFE RECORDER)
. ADAS DISCRIMATOR ADJUSTMENT
f
2. IRIG TIME USED TO PROCESS DATA
• DID NOT PROVIDE ONE TO ONE TIME CORRELATION
BETWEEN PADAR DATA AND PHOTOGRAPH
• DID NOT PROVIDE TIME CONSISTANCE BETWEEN RADARS
EVEN WITHIN SAME RUN
ACTION: 1. ADJUSTMENTS MADE TO ADAS DISCRIMATOR
i
r	 2. BETTER DUALITY TAPE RECORDER OBTAINED
s	 3. ADAS TIME REFERENCE USED FOR ALL PROCESSING
!	 THIS PROVIDES TIME CONSISTENCY BETWEEN ALL
i
RADARS, DATA RUNS, AND PHOTOGRAPHY
76
SCATTEROMETER DATA PROCESSING (CINTINUED)
suC imAR . (CONTINUED)
DISCREPANCY: MISALIGNMENT OF SIGMA FOR EACH GROUND CELL.
1. AVERAGE FLIGHT PARAMETERS USED TO COMPUTE
AN AVERAGE TIME SHIFT FOR EACH ANGLE DURING
EACH RUN
Z. THE AVERAGE VELOCITIES THAT WERE USED TO COMPUTE
SHIFTS INCORRECT.
• AVERAGES WERE COMPUTED FOR TIMES ON
FLIGHT LOGS
• TIMES ON FLIGHT LOG INCLUDED SET-UP FOR
DATA RUN AND USUALLY CONTAINED LARGE
VELOCITY VARIATIONS
VELOCITY ON FLIGHT LOG NOT ALWAYS
REPRESENTATIVE OF VELOCITY DURING DATA
RUN
ACTION: PROGRAM MODIFIED SO THAT FLIGHT PARAMETERS ARE UPDATED
CONTINUOUSLY FROM ADAS DURING SIGMA COMPUTATIONS. TIME
SHIFTS, AREA CALCULATIONS, ETC, ARE NOW AS ACCURATE AS
POSSIBLE.
f1k
SCATTEROMETER DATA PROCESSING (CONTINUED)
SUMMARY (CONTINUED)
DISCREPANCY: CALIBRATION CONSTANT USED IN PROCESSING DATA
1. COMPENSATION.OF CALIBRATION CONSTANT FOR
THE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE IMPROPER
Z. COMPENSATION OF THE CALIBRATION SIGNAL FOR
SIGN SENSING IMPROPER SIN ANALOG PROCESSING)
ACTION: PROGRAM CORRECTED AFTER AGREEMENT WAS REACHED ON
PROPER COMPENSATION
(NOTE THAT THIS DISCREPANCY ONLY INTRODUCED A CONSTANT OFFSET
IN THE PROCESSED DATA.)
^x
SCATTEROMETER DATA PROCESSING (CONTINUED)
SUMMARY (CONTINUED)
DISCREPANCY: SCATTEROMETER HARDWARE INCONSISTANCIES
1. 1.6 VV AND 1.6 VH DATA NO GOOD BEFORE
MISSION 362
SWITCH IMPEDANCE MISMATCH
2. 400 MHZ HORIZONTALLY POLARIZED ANTENNA HAD
A LOOSE CONNECTOR DURING .JSME FLIGHTS
ACTION: CORRECTED BY Ed PERSONNEL
Ili
SCATTEROMETER DATA PROCESSING (CONTINUED)
SUMMARY (CONTINUED)
DISCREPANCY: INABILITY TO REPRODUCE RAW DATA FROM ANALOG
TAPES WITHOUT DROPOUTS, CLIPPING, OR ADDITIVE NOISE
I. ANALOG GFE TAPE RECORDER AVAILABLE TO TAMU
WAS AN = FLIGHT RECORDER THAT HAD VERY POOR
REPRODUCE CAPABILITY
Z. ANALOG DATA TAPES ARE DUPLICATES OF POOR
QUALITY WITH CARRIER LEVELS EXTREMELY LOW
3. DUPLICATE FLIGHT TAPES GIVEN TO TAMU FOR PRO-
CESSING ARE OF POOR MECHANICAL QUALITY (REUSED
TAPES)
NOTE: LITTLE QUALITY CONTROL !S APPARENT IN
DUPLICATION PROCESS
4. FM MODULATION IN RECORDING RADAR DATA ON
AIRCRAFT EXCEEDS THE 40% DEVIATION LIMIT
OF THE RECORDERS MUCH OF THE TIME
5. CONSISTANCY OF AIRCRAFT RECORDER SET-UP IS
POOR, ADDING TO DIFFICULTIES IN 3. 	 t
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SCATTEROMETER DATA PROCESSING (CONTINUED)
SUMMARY (CONTINUED)
6. RECORDER CALIBRATION LEVELS PUT ON DATA TAPE
ARE OF VERY POOR QUALITY
ACTION: 1. A BETTER QUALITY GFE LABORATORY TAPE RECORDER HAS
BEEN PROVIDED TO TAMU AND INTEGRATED INTO THE
DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM.
2, TAMU DIGITIZER MODIFIED TO BE COMPATIBLE WITH
INPUTS OF ± S VOLTS IN ORDER TO HANDLE THE OVER-
MODULATED RADAR DATA
• TESTS WERE PERFORMED TO INSURE THAT THE
REDUCTION IN DIGITIZATION RESOLUTION DID
NOT AFFECT THE FINAL SIGMA
3. DUALITY CONTROL OF DATA RECORDING, TAPE REPRODUCE
AND TAPES MUST BE DONE BY NASA.
1/
SCATTEROMETER DATA PROCESSING (CONTINUED)
SUMMARY (CONTINUED)
DISCREPANCY: UNCERTAINTY IN ANTENNA PATTERNS
1. 13.3 GHZ DATA HAVE CONSISTENT "HUMPS"
AT 30° AND 50°
2. 13.3 GHZ PATTERN (MEASURED IN 1976 BY NASA)
HAS STEEP GRADIENTS AT 30° AND 45° - 500
3. 1.6 GHZ DATA HAVE CONSISTENT "HUMP" AT
20°
ACTION: 1. ATTEMPT TO APPROXIMATE MORE REALISTIC PATTERN
2. PROCESS DATA AT 5 0 , 10 0 1 15 0 o 20 0 o 25 0 o 3501
45 0
 o AND 55 0
 .
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SCATTEROMETER DATA PROCESSING (CONTINUED)
1. CURRENTLY PROCESSING PORTIONS OF FCF OVER DEATH VALLEY TO
FURTHER INVESTIGATE ANTENNA PATTERN DISCREPANCIES AND AS
FINAL CHECK ON SOFTWARE SYSTEM
2. A LIST OF SPECIFIC ADAS TIMES ARE BEING PROVIDED TO TAMU
BY NASA FOR PROCESSING
3. PROCESSING WILL COMMENCE AFTER RESOLUTION OF ANTENNA
PATTERN UNCERTAINTIES
4. CHARACTER OF 400 MHZ DATA UNEXPLAINED AND MUST BE TAKEN
AT FACE VALUE UNTIL MORE DATA ARE PROCESSED
4,	 ,e..,rva...Ire_g,.,[wl.r,.m_s^a«[!N^,M....a..1R•.W^f../^A 	
^
APPENDIX C
LISTING FOR PROGRA14 SCATTER.CZTA78
171
C
C	 >;= TEST PROGRAM FOR SIMULATING CHIRPmZ ALGORITHM us<
C
C
C	 OEVELOPFO AT TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY
C	 REMOTE SENSING CENTER
C
G	 SEPT78 + MAY79
C
C	 ALGORITHM PERFORMS COMPLEX OFT (X+JYI ON TWO INPUT CHANNELS
C
C
C SYSTEM PROCFSSES SCATTEROMFTER DATA FOR 13.3. loft 4.75. OR *4GHZ
C
C	 »»> VFRStnN DATED MAY 1979 «««
C
C *•4#*	 INPUT PARAMETERS:
C
C	 CARD 41 POINTS- COL 1 .4 * 14 41024 OR 2048)
C	 SYSK= COL 6-10 * F'S* O
C	 CARL= CIL 11-I5 * 95*0
C	 DELT= COL 16209 F5e0(N13R SECS TO PROCESS$
C	 TS(11= COL 21-229 92* 0(START OF
C	 TS(2)= COL 23-24s F2*9(TIME SEGMENT .
C	 TS(31= COL 25-279F3.1 HHMMSSSI
C
C
C	 CARD#? 83 CMA94C TEOS OF COMMENTS
C
C	 CAR003 INCQ= CnL 1-59I5(FFT LENGTH)
C	 ITYPE- COL 6.10.15 (1=13 * 3 * 2=1 * 6 * s=4 * 75. 4=0*4 GHZ)
C	 OT	 = COL 11 . 15• F q* 3•(AVG *CC TIME INTERVAL)
C	 tRUG - CnL 16 .20	 •tS• (DATA DUMP SWITCH$
C	 KPOLZ= COL 21 •2e * IS * (SET IF V-POLARIZED C -8AN0 DA•A)
C	 $PLOT= COL 26-30 * IS * (SET IF SPECTRUM PLOT OF 1ST QCD1
C	 CELL= COL 31-35• FSe4(RTSOLUTtON,TNSTANTANffOUS!
C
C
C
OTMRNStON ZW(8)•A(419RDW(S)*IFOL(StelFOR(81•GAINSO(81.9FAM(R1
DIMENSION MATQIX(19.1001•R(A)*TS(3)•FDOP(8)9*HETAIS!*DFOOP(AI
DIMENSION SIGMA(8)•TBOTQ(91•FREOPt102419AFT(102419AFTC(10241
DIMENSION TRIX(191•PSPFC(S)oANGT(8)*PROPT(e)*TTHETA(SI
INTEGER*2 TTME(3)•ADAS(SI*StNE(2048)*COSINE(204819ICOM(411
INTFGFR POINTS
REAL NTS
REAL LAMDA9Kf3NE•KTW1
COMPLEX FRS(2049) •CM0LX.FQC(2049)
COMMON/FILT/T TYPF.KP(X Z
COMMON.'I TAPE/TI MF * ADAS •S TNF*COSTNR
y
fr	 COMMON/KAREA/KONE*KTWO 	 s
^
	
	
COMMON/RAT/FtNCR*FCAL*FSAMPOtNCA 	 3
DATA FORPi/12oS663W
DATA MATRIX/t600*•999/
t	 C AFT ANGLE SET IN DEGREESO UP TO EIGHT VALUES
DATA THETA/S0010**1S0*2Oo02«oo3So04Oo*4So/
DATA ITHETA/S*t001S*20*29*36*40*4S/
C
C GET SYSTEM RUN PARAMTEPS AND COMMENTS
READ(S * !0l POINTS*SYSK*CABL*OELT*TS
10 FORMAT(I401X03FS09*2F200*F3*tl
C
C COMMENTS INCLUDE MSN *LINE * RUN *DATEoSAND IOENr•E•Co
f	 READ(9* 11 1 ICOM
11 FORMAT(40A21
C
C READ OFT LENGTH * TYPE SCAT * AND AVG RECORD TIM ¢ nEL.A
C
C SET ISUG SWITCH IF DATA DUMP OFSIRRD ON UNIT 9
READ(5 * 121 INCR•tTYPE00791000*KPOLZ*IPLOT*CFLL
12 FOPMAT(2l5*FS*393tS0FS001
GO TO (102.3041* ITYPE
C
C 1303GHZ SCATTEROMETER
1 LAMDA=Oo02254
FSAMP=2SOOP*
t	 FCAL=120000
FNOI Z=8000*
BW I O=6.3
GO TO 13
C 1*6GHZ SCATTEROMF_TER
2 LAMDA=Oo18737
FSAMP=5000*
FCAL=1900•
FNOIZ=1Sr0*
SWIG=7094296
GO TO 13
C 4*7SGHZ SCATTER7METFR
3 LAMDA=0.06311
FSAMP=100000
FCAL=29300
FCALV=33900
IF(KP0LZoNE * 0) FCAL=FCALV
FNOI Z= 3100*
9WIDs2oS
GO TO 13
C Oo4GHZ SCATTEROMETTA
4 LAMDA=0*7494A
FSAMP=25000
FCAL=10000
^n^
OF POOR QUAD
FCPT=500•
FHOIZ= 200•
BMIIO=14.0
C
13 FPNTS=FLOAT(POINTSI
THET9=TAN(THSTA491/ST+31
ML=100
ICLR=0
PT4=1•
PC4=i•
C SET UP DEFAULT VALUES FOR CELL LENGTH
IF(CELL*GT*O.1 GO TO 15
GO TO 4141.102.103.1041• ITYPR
101 CELL=25•
GO TO is
102 CELL =S0•
GO TO 15
103 CELL=40*
GO TO 15
104 CELLs75•
1S CONTINUE
C TO CORRECT FOR MEASUREMENT OF CALREF
IF(ITYPE•E0•P1 SVSK=SYSK+390103#2*
VKD9=30*•ALOG10(FORPII.20•RALOGIO(LAMDA)-SYSK+CAOL
C POWER SPECTRUM LENGTH = 4LFNGTH OF FFTI/2•
FINCR=FLOA*(lNCQl
INCR2=INCR/2
DELFRO=FSAMP/(FINCR ►
C
C INITIALIZE OUTPUT LOAD POINTER S LINE COUNTER
MXRCTR =
 ML-In
NOUT=O
C NTS IS THE INV=pSE OF SPEC TRAL LINE MIDTH(LINES/HZ)
NTS=FINCR/FSAMP
C CALCULATF POINTERS TO CALIBRATION VALUES IN AFT DATA BUFFER
MC=I FI X(FCAL*NTS+7951+1
MC4=IFIX(FCPT+NTS+09SI+1
C CALCULATE POINTERS FOR NOISE RAND MEASUREMENTS
IFNOIZ=IFIX(FNOtZ*NTS+0.5)
NOIZL xIi= NOIZ•2
NOIZP=TFNOTZ+2,
TST4RT=3600•=TS(1)+60**TS(21+TS(3)
C CALCULATE NRR OF RCDS TO PRCCFSS = (TIMF INCREM ENT)/(RCD LENGTH$
TSTOP=DELT/OT
I FND=$ F I X( TSTOP+O.'S 1
wRITE(6.60^ ICOM•POINTS.LAMOA.FSAMP.FCAL•SVSK•CASL•DELT•TS•IEND
60 FOR4AT(1H1•SX94 0)A29//•ISX* O POINTS/RCO= 0 9IS#SX* I MAVE LENGTH:49F7.40
$'SX * 6 SAMPLE FRR09 29 9 F 'P*0#5X•'C ALIB SIGNAL FRF0=9*F6*0•/9
SISX• • PEFFR CALIB: 0 9F6•t•' DR • •SX• • CABLE LOSS='9F6.IPSX•/.
S15X9 9 N9R SEC PRnC9SSF0= • •F5@l * SX9 9 START TIMF: 092F3o0*F4.19
-s
SSX ge NOR RCDS:0*I6q/1
WQITE(6.161NTS,MCgIFNOtZ
16 FORMAT( I N 914X9 4 SAMPLE INTRRVAL: 6 9F9•S9SX9 • CALI9 PWR PTR : 9916o
S'SX 9 0 NOISE PMR PTR:6916*//l
20 CALL INPUT(POTNTS•TI
C 00* DIGITIZER CHANNEL 1= StN• CHANNEL 2= COS INE.. IN CORE
C	 IF 13o3GHZ TAPE tN1t => SINE • TAPE CH13 s> COSINE * (CH11sTSINF9CH13=
C	 IF 1 *6GHZ TAPE CH 3 -> StNFs TAPP CH l a> COSINE• (CH3sTCOS9CH1=TSI
C	 IF 1.6GHZ TAPE CH 7 => SINE9 TAPE CH 5 => COSINE(CROSS POLZI
C IF 4 *75GHZ ( LIKE) TAPE CH1sTSINE• CH3=TCOSINF
C IF 4*7SGHZ(CROSSITAPE CH5=TSINR• CHO=TCOSINF
C
tF(TSTARToGTeTI GO TO 20
IF(NOUTeE0o01 WQtTF(6 * 211 TIME•T*ADAS
21 FORMAT(1H0•5X * 0 FIRST RECORD TIME 092(1298:91039
SIOX9 0 TIME IN SECS :099 'Fo1•/9t0X9'4LT:09I49
S'SX.•VELOCITY:••I4o5Xo9PTTCH:••t4•SX9*ROLL:*9I 49
SSX9 0 DRtFT:* •I4• /1
HsADAS(ll
H-H*0.3048
IF(H*LT* 359. ) Hs4'SO•
VEL=ADAS(21
VEL-VEL*0*514
IF(VEL*LT960.1 VFL=77*1
C AOAS/NERDAS FORMAT ON TAMU DIGITAL TAPES HAS PI TCH FIRST
PI TCHsAOAS(3)
PITCH=PI TCHZS? 3o
ROLL=ADAS(4 ►
Rf)LL=ROLL/573
DRIFT:ADAS(S)
DRIFT=0RIFT/573•
C
C FILTER THE AIRCRAFT DATA FOR OLD DIGITAL TAPES
C LIMIT s 5 DEG FOR PITCH* 10 DEG FOR ROLL•AND 15 PEG FOR DRIFT
C
APtTCHsABS(PITCHI
AROLL-ABS(ROLLI
ADRIFTaABS(OR'FTI
IF(APITCHeGTo0e097261 PTTCH=0.09 726*(PITCH/APITCHI
IF(AROLL9GT•0.l V452) RCLL=0.174S2*(ROLL/AQ9LLI
IF(ADRIFToGTo7*261 781 DRIF T=0*26178 •(DRIFT/ADRIFT)
C
C CALCULATE NBR OF CELLS IN VIEW
XCELLS-H*THET9/(VEL*0T1
C
C INITtALIZc PRINTER $JOINTFR Ei AS
IF(N0UT•F.0.01 LPRNT=1FIX(XCELLS*1*31
C
C COMPUTE SIZE IF INSTANTANFCUS RESOLU TION CELL
SLIP=VF_L,*FPNTS/FSAMP
Qt^
V)
SCELL=CELL-SLIP
C
C COMPUTE SUFFER LENGTH NRFDFD
MLN:IFtX(XCFLLS+O*S/
tF(MLN *GT*MLI Gn TO 400
C
C CALCULATE THETA FUNCT ION DATA VALUES
VEL20Ls2**VFL/LAMOA
XK=SCELL*VFLROL/H
IF(40UT * F_Q*l1 WQITE46 * 221 H*vFL*PITCH * ROLL900IFT , SLIP.XCELLS*
SSCELL * BWID *CFLL*TNC4.tTYPE*VEL20L
22 FORMAT41H * SX * *RUN PAPAMETERS* * / 0 6X * 6 H: **F9*1*
SSX**VFL:**F6*1*6X*9PITCH:**F6*1*5X9*ROLL:**F6*19
SSX * *DRIFT: * * FS* 1./06X * *SLIP: * * F6* 103X* *XCELLS:* *F6*t
:3X * *SCELL : * •FS• 1 •SX * * BEAMW: * * F6* 1 •2X ** CELL: * *F6* 1 * 5X *
S*INCR: **IS*/96X**ITYPF:•*t4*SX*•2V/LAMDA:**F9*2*/1
C
DO 30 tat 94
C FOR EACH AFT ANGLE IN THE SET
ANGL=-THFTA(II/S7*3
C
C GUARD AGAINST OnPPLFRS OF NEGATIVE FREQUENCIES OFF FILTER BAND
AANGL=ASS( ANGL )
IF(AROLL*GE*AANGL) ANGL=•AROLL
C
C COMPUTE VIEWING POINT COORDINATES ON THE GROUND
YPIv-H*TAN(R7LL)
XPI =SORT ((H*TAN( ANGL ) ) ** 2•YPI**21
TTP=-XPI *COS( ROLL ) /H
XT=-H/COS(ROLLI*TTP
1/T=H*TAN(RnLL 1
.	 Xt=XT*CnS(DRIFTI+YT*SIN(ORIFT)
rI =XT*StN(DRI FT1-1/T*C0S(OQI9T)
C FORCE THE DOPPLER BAND TO HE nN FILTER BANK
IF(XI *LT * SCELL/2*1 XI=SCELL/2•
C
C COMPUTE CORREC TED OIPPLER ANGLES
XN=XI* *2
XO=H*02+Yt**2
ANGLO= ATAN(SORT(XN/XD1)
i	 C
c	 C COM*UTF DOPPLER CENTER FPFOUFNCY •=^=MN..N..
FD3P(I )=VEL20L*StN(ANGLO)
IF(ITTPW * EO*4) FD10(I1=500*=FOOP(I)
C
C COMPUTE DOPPLER BANDWID TH we •• r+ a
0F07P(1)=XK*Cn5(ANGLnI**?
C
C
•	 C COMPUTE NISP OF FIL TER ELEMFNTS NEROF9
Uo
sNFtuIFtx(DFDOP(t1*NTS+0g51
IF(NFIoLT*I/ NFI=i
C
C CALCULATE TRUE BANDWIDTH
DFOOP(II=FLOAT(NFI)*DRLFR0
IF(MOD(NFt•21eEQe01 GO TO 2!1
C ODD NBR OF FILTERS REOUtREO
C
C CENTER FRED INDEX Ist
NCstFtX(FDOP(II*NTS*oggl
C
C TRUE DOPPLER CENTER FREQ
FDOP(t)=NC*DELFRO
C
C LEFT INDEX POINTER
IFOL( I1=NC•(NFI.11/2
C
C RIGHT INDEX POINTER
GO TO 27
C
25 CONTINUE
C EVEN NSR OF FILTERS REOUIREO
C
C CENTER FREQ INDEX
NC=tFIX(FOOP(tl*NTSI
C
C TRUE DOPPLER CENTER FREQ
FDOP(Ilz(FLOAT(NC1+0*5)*OELFRO
C
C LEFT INDEX POINTER
tFDL(I)=NC+I-NFI12
2? CONTINUE
TF(tFDL(t ).LE•O) Ir• OL(I 1=1
C RIGHT INDEX POINTER
IFDR(I1=IF0L(I1+NFI.1
IF(ITYPE.E0 * 41 FDOP(tl=500•+FORP(Il
C
C COMPUTE TRUE DOPPLER ANGLE AND VIEWING ANGLE
ANGTD=ARSIN(FnnP(t)/VEL2CL)
XTSQ=XD*TA4(A4GTD)**2
YTSO=YI** 2
ANGTL=ATAN(S0RT(XTS0+YTS01/H)
C CHECK FOR NEGA T IVE OOPPLwRS
AROLL=ASS(ROLL1
IF(ANGTLoLT*AROLLI ANGTL=AROLL
C	 SET UP FOR AFT VIEWING ANGLES ONLY
ANGT(I)=ANGTL*5703
C COMPUTE? TRUE RANGE
R(t)=H/COS(ANGTLI
C
V1\
.	 C CALCULATF APRA VARIABLES KONE 6 KTMO
ICON=1
KONE:4•/(LAMOA*(FDOP(11.OFOOP(11/211*M2
C CHECK FOR ZERO 6 NEGATtVR DOPPLERS
IF((OFOOP(I10,2.16GEOFOOP(Ill ICON:-1
KTMO=4*1(LAMDA*(FOOP(i)*DFDOP(I)/2*11**2
C
C	 THIS SYSTEM FOR AFT ANGLES ONLY ««<*^►***^
C
C COMPUTE CORRECTED VIFMING ANGLE THOU ANTENNA PA TTERN COORD SYSTEM
ANGLPI=ATAN( —COS( ROLL )*SOOT(TAN(ANGTL )**2 •TAN(ROLL1**2) )
C
C** FIND VALUE IN TABLES OF GAINSO
GAINSO(I)=GAIN(ANGLPt•PtTCH)
C
C FIND VALUE OF wATRP FILTER ROLL-OFF
p`	Zw(I)=GAMMA(FOnP(I)l
1	 C
C CALCULATE CELL AREA BETMFEN ISODOP LINES USING TPUE LOOK ANGLE
E	 BEAM(t)=RwiD/Svel
C	 CALL CAREA(A(t$ * SEAM(t) * H * ANGTL•VEL * ROLL * DRIFT •ICON 130 CONTINUE
C
C SET UP TO DO THE' FFT WITH • INCR O POINTS
NU=IFIX(ALOG(FINCQ 	 )/ALOG(2•I+O*S)
C
i	 C CONVEQT DATA TA FLOAT ING PCINT 6 PLACE IN FFT BUFFER
GO TO (31.12.31.32!9 ITYPR
32 CALL SCALX(PIINTS.SINR•COSINE*FRS1
IF(ITYPE•EO.41 CALL SCALX(POTNTS,COSINE•SINE•FRCI
GO TO 331
C
C IF 1393GHt OR 4.75 DATA (TAMU INPUT TAPES) PUT CHAN2 DIG DATA FIRST
31 CALL SCALX(POTNTS.COSINF*SINE*FRSI
331 CONTINUE
IL=POINTS/INCR
00 35 t=1 sIL
IS=(1.1)«INCR+1
C
C BUILD SPFC T RUM FIR (CN11*J(CH21
CALL DFT(FQS(ISI*NU•INCRI
C BUILD CALIS CHANNFL SPEC FIR 0 * 4GHZ DATA
IF(ITYPF*EO*41 CALL OFT(FRC(ISI•NU•tNCR1
35 CONTINUE
C
C SUM TW? IL SETS FOR AFT DATA
DO 16 I=1•INCR2
FRRQP(IIsFL/AT(I.11*DFLFR0
AFT(II=0*0
AFTC(I1u0*0
C
C BUILD AFT DATA POWER SUFFER OF • INCR/2 9 SPECTRAL LINES
DO 37 Kul •tL
tss(Kmail*INCR+I
AFT(I)mAFT(I)+CASS(PQS(tSll
IF(ITYPEONE041 60 TO N7
4FTC(I)wAFTC(II*CASS(FRC(ISll
37 CONTINUE
36 CONTINUE
IF(NOUT*GT* 01 GO TO 34
C
C CHECK PLOT FLAG * BYPASS IF ZERO
IF(IPLOT *90901 GO TO 14
WRITE46*331ICOM
33 FORMAT(lH19// * SX * 4 AFT DATA SPECTRUM FOR P P- OpO NBR 10•SX•40A?•/1
CALL PLOT(FIRROP•APTOMCR21
IF(tTVPE *Wo41 GO TO 34
WRITE(691331 ICOM
133 FORMAT(1M191195*9 0 4FT DATA SPECTRUM FOR 0.4GH7 CH29 RCD 10.
$SX940A29/1
CALL PLOT (FREOP.AFTC•INCQ21
34 CONTINUE
C
C GET VALUES OF NOISR POWER 6 CALIBRA T ION POWER LFVELS
CALL PWR(NOIZL*NOIZR•AFT•FNOIZI
FNOIZsFNOIZ/S
C SUM CALIBRATION POWER
LPPsMCm6
LRPsMC+6
CALL PWR(LPP •LRPeAFT • PSURT 1
IF(ITYPE* Neo41 60 TO 39
C SUM C ALIR CHANNEL POWER FOR 094GMZ CH2(AT 1 KHTI
CALL PWR(LPP.LRP.AFTC•PC41
LPP4sMC4.6
LRP4sMC4♦6
C SUM TRANSMIT POWER POP 0.4GNZ CH24AT 095 KHZI
CALL PWR(LPO49LRP4*AFTC*PT41
C
39 CONTINUE
C
IF(NOUT9GTe0l GO TO IS
WRITE(69,138IFNOIZ•PSUBT.PC4•PT4
138 FORMA T (14 •'FNOtZ:•.FQog*SX*OPSUSTS••F9*59
SSX• • PC AL-4S••FO•S•SX••PT•4!••F4oS1
38 CONTINUE
C
C BUILD SiGMA•ZERO S?T
DO 40 Is1e4
C
C FIND VALUE OF RECEiV!D POWER
CALL PMR(IFOL([19IPO4(I1.AFT9PSU6RI
•	 C
C SAVE DEBUG DUMP VALUES
PsPEct 1 1 :PSump
PROPT(I1st0*4ALOG1l((PSUBR/PSUSTIO(PC4/PT411
C
C COMPUTR FINAL SIGMA•2940 ESTIMATES
SIGMA( t 1=VK08-GAINSO( 11+40**ALOGI WIt(I 11 •10**ALOGIOt At 111
SPROpTt I 1+ZMt 1)
40 CONTINUE
MIGUG.E0.01 G7 TO 4P
C
C DUMP DEBUG VALUES TO PRINT SET NOR 2
MIRITE(9.411TTMF . PSUST.PC4 •PT49PSDEC•R.A.WAM•ANGT.PROPT•
SFOOo.DFOOP
41 FORMAT(1N •?([20: 0 1913.4X• •CAL PMRs99F8.29
$9X • • PC AL•4=• •F6.2 • l l X • • PT•4= • •P B.2•/ •
4SX9 0 FILT PMR: • •4(F'l!•21./.
=SX• • BEAM( T i : • .1 X•a(F^l.21 •/•
$ SX. 9 ANGTL(I1 :• .0l (FR.PI •/•
sSX••FOtllf••'X•9tF^.21•/•
MRITE(9.1411 GAINS09ZM99TGMA
141 F ORMAT(1H 94X9 9 GRGT(I1: 9 9tXs@(PRo 21. /•
SSX•9ROFF(I):••lxe9(Fq•?1./•
6SX•9SIGMA(II:••4(F46211
42 CONTINUT
C BUILD POINTER SET FOR FILLING OUTPUT BUFFER
K=M0O(MXRCTR9ML)+1
00 45 J=1.3
MATRIXt J•KIsTTME(JI
4S CONTINUE
C
C PUT A/C DATA VALUES INTO OUTPUT et1Fi«R
MAYQ[Xt4•Kf=IFIx(H^10.1
MATQIX(59Kl=1FIX(VFLA10.1
MATRI X(69Kl sAoAS(3)
E' 	MATRIX(?oKlwA0AS(4)
MATRIX(7•KlxA"AS(41
t	 MATRTXt9•K1sIFTxt1A^•^ALOGtOtP4UBT11
4ATRIX(IO•Kl=IFIX(10"**ALOGIO(PNAIZII
C POSITION THE 4 SIGMA VALUES IN THP OUTPUT 8UFFfQ
On SO I=1.4
IRPT4(I /=TFIX( T AN( ANG T (t I/57.31/THETS*XCELLS+O.•.II
I9KsMXRCTR•IM0Tm(II
IP(tt%K.L T .0) TAKsO
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I SKsMOOt t SK • ML 1 + 1
MATRIX(10#19t8K$SIPtX(sIGMA(10*10*1
SO CONTINUE
NOUTUNOUT+1
St MOUT=MXRC TQ,=LPRNT
C TAKE CARE OF 4XPCTR COUNTER OVF_R.PLOM
IF(MOUT*LT901 MOUTOMIUT+ML
MOUTs"OO(MOUT•ML M
IF(NOUT*6791 1 GO TO v0
C
C DISPLAY FIRST RECORD INFORMATION
M4lTEt6.611TIIRTA•FDOP^OFOOP.R.A•I®PTR
61 FORMAT(INO9 0 4CO 01 PAQAMTTf_Q%*•/9tOX9 9 ANGLfS(OSG)S 6064"tX0966t1•
S/• 10X• O OOPPLER FREOS: • •B('IX•F6*1 ) •
S/91OX9 • OANDMIDTHS!	 • •6('JX•F6ot 1•/
StOX• g RANGES:	 9 •4X•A(dfx•FEo11•/•
$10W ARTAS :	 ••4X•8(9x•F6.11•/•
510X • • POINTER VALSs194 ( 9X•lf)/l
NRITE(69621 tTHETA
62 FORMAT(3X9' T IME • •RX• • AL T • •tX• OVEL 0 •2X• 0 PITCH 0 93X9 • Q0LL 9.3X*
f'ORIFT e vixf opT • 	OIX•OPAOILO.1x•oSIGMA(tl•Isl•a••/•
:62X•6(t29*0EG•92X)•//l
C
C FORMAT THE OUTPUT R7R PRINTER SP ?
 Nap
 1
70 00 GS 1=3.16
TRIX(I.21*FLOAT(MATQIX(I•MOUTI ► /10•
6R CONTINUE
C
C OUTPUT THE PRINTRD OATA $!*T Nap 1
WPI TF(6960)(MA74IXtK.MOUT ) •K u l •21.(TQIX(I ),I=1 • 161
60 FlQMAT(tX•2(t2••:f1•F4.1•tX•14;(F64toIxfl
C
C OUTPUT THE PUNCHED DATA SE T NOR 1
MRITE(7961 )( MATRIX(K•MOUTI •K a t •tRI
St F0RMAT(212.I 3.2IS• 7t4• t OIS)
C
C SACK-FILL THE 80wP t!R LtNFS THAT HAVE SEEN OUTPU*
00 90 Jotele
MATRIXtJ•M7UTIs4m490
90 CONTINUE
qXoCTanmxpcTq+l
C TAKE CARF OF REGISTER OVFQ.FLOM
tF(MXRCTA*!Q*O1 MXRCTQ=K+t
tF(NOUTOGE•tEND) GO •O 77"
GO TO 20
177 CONTINU!
C PUQGE THE BUFFRR eTFQRE STOPPING
ICLRsICLQ+I
tF(tCLR•GT•LPQNTI GO TO 718
Ks4400(MXRCTR•ML)11
GO TO S2
779 WRtTE(6•''0o/ NOUT•TIMR
700 FORMAT(IH09SX9 6 N9ft OF RRCOQOS PROCESSED • ••tS•SX•
S ILAST RECORD TtMR s ^•?(I2••l^1.t71
STOP
800 VOtTF4696011 MLN.ML
401 FORMAT(!" • •t**)o MATRIX SUFF90 OVERFLOW 0**99169
f • LINES NEROF09 0 9169 9 LINES AV41LABLE69 11
G7 TO 777
EN►1
SUBROUTINE PWR(tL•IR•AFT.PSDI
C THIS ROUTtN ff USES LEFT 6 RIGH T POt'NTRPS TA CALCULATE
C THE MEAN VALUE OF POWER tw THR FQFO CELL SPfCtFtED
C
DIMENSION ART410241
TEMPsO•
00 10 1011.910
	 Oar ^C'^NA^
TEMPsTfMP*AF'• ( 1 1**2	 Q^ Ano,
1 q CONTINUE	 Q1.1 i$
P SOS TE MP	 /^'^"
Q1!TUQN
St?0
SUBROUTINE INPUT(POINTSOTI
INTiGF.R POINTS
INT!GFP*? T t ME ( 31•A(?AS( ! 1.StNf( 204619COSINF( 20461
COMMON/ 1 TAPE/T t MR. ADAS •S INF.COStNE
tATSsPOINT%/1014
GO TA 416•20191PTS
1S	 TIMw9AOAS94StNF(J19J=%sPOtNTS19
f(COCINE(K I.K s t .PO INTS)
IS FOQMAT(RA2916(64A21.16(R4A211
G7 Tp 30
20 QE4O(R•2% g FN0sT 0) TIMR.AOAS.(SINT(JI9JuIvPOtNTS1•
T( CnStNE(K ).K=1 •ontmTSI
2S F')0044708 A2.32(64AP1032(64A211
30 HTsTIMi(lI
MTsTIME(21
STsTtME(31
T :3600• *HT+R 0• *M^^S T / 10•
RsTURN
se WatTE(6.'►s1
75 F'1QMAT (114 910X• • FNO IF FILr ON TAP( UNIT ****9•/1
ST-3p
E40
3UAQOUTINE SCALX(PntNTS.StNR•CqSINE*FRS)
I NTEGaa POINTS
INTEGFQ*2 St Nv'(o0INT51.COSINE(POINTSI
CMMPLFX FQS(PMI4T419CMPLX
CnNMON/RAT/FINCR.FCAL.FSA MP• INCR
COMMON" t LT/ t T YPE • KP7l„?
q^
C BYPASS AVERAGING WHEN Ao4GHZ DATA
60 TO (4.4.4.6/• ITYlW
4 CONTINUE
C AVERAGE OUT THE OC COMPONFNT
SUMC=0•
SUMSwoo
j	 AO S Mai•PnINTS
ISIN=StNF(MI
iCOS=COSINE(MI
SUMSsSUMS*FLOAT(IStN)
E	 SUMC=SUMC+FLOAT(tCOSI
S CONTINUE
ISAVG=IFIX(SUMS/FLOAT(POINTSII
ICAVG=tFIX(SUMC/FLOAT(POINTSII
6 CONTINUE
C BUILO ( X+JY 1 AUFFER FOR OFT
!	 OO 10 K=1•POtNTS
ISIN=SINE(K1
j	 ICOS=COStNF(K)
C ZERO CH2 WHEN 094GHZ DATA
GO TO (R98.897)• ITYPF
i	 ICOS=0
t SAVGaO
TCAVG=0
A CONTINUE
ISIN=tStN•tSAVG
ICOS=ICOS•tCAVG
FRS(KI=CMPLX(FLOAT( ISIN/t61/2049••FLOAT(ICOF/161/2048.)
i	 10 CONTINUE
RETURN
ENO
E	 FUNCTION GAMMA(FRE0)
s	 C WATER ROLLOFF FILTER FOR CALCULATING ZW(I1
C	 FRED EAPECTEO IN HZi	 COMMON/FMT/I TYPE *KPOL7
F=FREO/1000•
GO TO (10.20.30.4019 tTYPE
C THIS FUNC TION Ir FOR 13.3GHZ
C >> DATA TAKEN AFTER 1JAN78 <<<
10 GAMMA=15.8532-F*(7*76831•F*(1. 5464-F•(•l09227w•000945247*F111 ♦
$ ( 4.62135+• 1 721 39/F 1 /F
IS GAMMA = -GAMMA
16 RETURN
C
C THIS FUNCTION IS FOR 1.6 GHZ
20 GAMMA=7* 710938-F4(2l*69141 -14*94141 *F)+( lotlt916-0.018678'►/F1/F
GO TO 15
C
C THIS FUNCTION IS FOR 4.7SGHZ
30 GAMMA=18.4575•F*(1691598t•F*(8* 64097•Ff(3o44441-0*653213=F))1+
*to*2SS4QtF)
' GO TO is
C
C THIS FUNCTION IS FOR 0*4GM2
40 GAMMA=090
GO TO 16
END
SUBROUTINE PLOT(X.Y•NI
INTEGER O
INTEGER 0A•08.0C
C INTEGER X•Y
C 30 FORMATt •	6•IS9SX•I4•SX•iX9103A1)
30 FORMAT( •	•92E13*S•1X•103A11
DIMENSION 0t1001•XtN19V(N)
DAT A 0A9O8.0C/2HII92H+f*2H•-/
D9 1	 1=19100
Ott1uOC
i CONTINUE
- vMAx=vtTl
YMINZY(I1
DO 3 Iw?*N
IF(YMAX* LT* Y(t)1 YMAX=Y(I)
IF(YMIN* GT•Y(I1)	 YMIN=V(tl
3 CONTINUE
SC ALE=YMAX-YMIN
IF(SCALE*EO.01 GO TO 16
OO 2 I=1 •N
NUM=((Y(I )+YMTN1*9%0 )tSCALE+I
2 WRITE	 (6.31)	 X(T).Y(T1.CA.(0(TTI.TT=T.NUM)908
RETURN
16 WRITE (6933) YMAX
33 FORMA T
 ( 0 OEPENDEN T VARIABLE IS CONSTANT 0 9D13•5 1
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE OFT(X•M9INCP1
C A FAST FOURIER TRANSF^RM THAT tMPLEMENTS THE
C NDECIMATInN•TN•FRFOUENCYN ALGORITHM
C
C CALLING PARAMTEQSS
C X = COMPLEX ARRAY IF OTMFNSTON N THAT CONTAINS INITIALLY
C THE INPUT SFOUENCE X(N) AND FINALLY CONTAINS THE
C TRANSFORM X(K)•
	
THE QUANTITY M IS AN INTEGER• M=LOG?.tN)e
C MNFRF N IS THE NUMHFR OF TIME VARYING DATA POINTS
C tVCR = StLE OF THE ARRAY HOLDING THE • IME FUNCTION
C
COMPLFX XtTNCR1*U*W*ToCMPLX
• N=3+AM
r NV2=N/2
NMI=N-1
J=1
i
q^
00 7 I=t *NMI
t¢tt*GE*J) GO TO S
T =v.tJl
+ct JI=X( I I
X(II=T
5 KsNV2
R TF(K*GE*JI GO TO 7
JsJ-K
K=K/2
GO TO 6
1 J=J♦K
15 Pt=3*1459265
00 20 L=LsM
LS=2**L
LEI=LF/2
U=CMPL X(1 • A * 0* *)1
M=CMPLX(COS(PI/FLOAT(LF11)*-StN(01/FLOAT(L*111)
DO 20 J=1*LEI
00 10 I=J*N*LF
tP=I+LE1
T=X(IP)*U
X(IPI-X(t l•T
10 X(I 1=X(I I +T
20 U=U* w
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE CARFA(AREA*SEAM*MFTGT*ANGL7*VELOC*ROLL*DRIFT.TCnN1
REAL KONE*KTMO
COMMON/KAREA/KONEsKTMO
TE4M1=2**TANtBEAM/ 2* 1*NEIGT**21C')S(ROLL) /CbS(ANGL01
TSMPI=KTMO*VELAC**P
ATD=TAN(DRIFT)
TNR-TAN(ROLL)
COR=COS(DQtFT)
TaMPI=(•ATD*TNR+SORT(TNP**2*(T*MP1•1*01*
STEMPI*COR*42.1.011/(1*0•TEMP1*COQ**21
TSQM2=TF_MP1
rRMP1=KONE*VVLOC**2
tEMP1=(-ATn* TNQ+SQRT(TNQ**2'*(TEMPI•1*0)+
STEMAI*CDR**2-19111 /( 1.0•TEMPI*COQ**2)
IF(tCON*LT•0) T¢MP1=0*
AREA=TTQ41 * ( TEQM2•TF. MP 1 1
AREAsASS(ARFAI
RETURN
ENO
t
C GAIN 308-PROGRAN FOR 13.3088 TV DATA
REAL FUNCTION GAIN (ANTANG, PITCH)
REAL ANTNNA,ANGLE
REAL ANTANG,PITCH'-
DIRENSION ANTNNA(71)
C
C	 GAIN TALONS FOR 13.3 KRC ANTENNA, VERTICAL POLARIZATION
C	 »» TABLE OP-DATED IGJAN1979 .. . «<
C
DATA ANTNNA (001) ,ANTNNA (002) , ANTNNA (003) , ANTNNA (004) , ANTNNA (005) ,
*	 ANTNNA (006) ,ANTNNA (007) , ANTNNA (008) , ANTNNA (009) , ANTNNA (010)
*/17.00,17.00,18.30,19.50, 21.00,
* 22.50,23.80,24.70,26.00,27.50/
DATA ANTNNA (011) ,ANTNNA (012) , ANTNNA (013) , ANTNNA (014) , ANTNNA (015),
*	 ANTNNA (016) ,ANTNNA (017),ANTNNA(018) ,ANTNNA ((`19) ,ANTNNA (020)
*/28.80,30.00,30.50,30.70,31.00,
* 31.00,31.50,32.00,33.00,34.00/
DATA ANTNNA (021) ,ANTNNA (022) , ANTNNA(023) , ANTNNA (024) ,ANTNNA (025) •
*	 ANTNNA (026) ,ANTNNA (027) ,ANTNNA (028) ,ANTNNA (029) , ANTNNA (030)
*/34.40,34.80,35.30,35.50,35.50,
* 35.50,35.30,35.00,34.00,33.20/
DATA ANTNNA (031) ,ANTNNA (032) ,ANTNNA (033) , ANTNNA (034) , ANTNNA (035) ,
*	 ANTNNA (036) ,ANTNNA (037) , ANTNNA (038) ,ANTNNA (039) , ANTNNA (040)
*/33.00,33.50,34.00,34.50,35.00,
* 35.50,35.00,34.50,34.00,33.50/
DATA ANTNNA (041) , ANTNNA (042) , ANTNNA (043) , ANTNNA (044) ,ANTNNA (045) ,
*	 ANTNNA (046),ANTNNA (047) ,ANTNNA(048) ,ANTNNA (049) ,ANTNNA (050)
*/33.00,33.20034.00,35.00,35.30,
* 3S.50,35.50,35.50,35.30,34.80/
DATA ANTNNA (051) ,ANTNNA (052) , ANTNNA (053) ,ANTNNA (054) , ANTNNA (055) ,
*	 ANTNNA(056) ,ANTNNA (057) ,NNTNNA(058) ,ANTNNA (059) ,ANTNNA (060)
*/34.40,34.00,33.00,32.00,31.50,
* 31.00,31.00,30.70,30.50,30.00/
DATA ANTNNA(061) ,ANTNNA(062) ,ANTNNA(063) ,ANTNNA (064),ANTNNA (065),
*	 ANTNNA (066) ,ANTNNA (067) ,ANTNNA (068) ,ANTNNA (069) , ANTNNA (070)
*/28.80,27.50,26.00,24.70,23.80,
* 22.50,21.00,19.50,18.30,17.00/
DATA ANTNNA (071) /17.00/
ANGLE IS THE DIFFERENCE OF THE ANTENNA ANGLE AND PITCH
C	 MANG IS THE ANTENNA ANGLE WITH RESPECT TO THE AIRCRAFT
C	 PITCH IS THE AIRCRAFT PITCH ANGLE
ALL ANGLES ARE EXPECTED TO BE EXPRESSED IN RADIANS
C
C	 THS RANGE OF VALUES OF ANGLE IS:
	 -7099 TO 70.9 DEGREES.
C	 IF AN ANGLE FALLS OUT OF THIS RANGB, THE CLOSEST ANGLE
C	 VALUE WILL BE RETURNED
C
ANGLE=ANTANG-PITCH
INDEX=IFIX ( (ANGLE*57. 3+70.) /2.) ♦1
IF (INDEX. LE. 0) GO TO 30
9(e
IR(INDU. GE.71) GO TO 10,
ANGLin oAT (rim-1) *2. -709
GAIN*ANTNNA (INDEX) • (ANTNNA (INDRI* 1) - ANTNNA (INDRI) )
8 ( (ANGLR*57.3- ANGLS)
 /2.0)
RETURN
10 GAIN•ANTNNA (71)
RETURN
30 GAINsANTNNA V )
RETURN
BID
REAL !UNCTION GAIN (ANTANG,PITCH)
REAL ANTNNA,ANGLB,ANTANG,PITC8
DINBNSION ANTNNA (71)
C
C	 GAIN VALUES . TOR 1.6 KNC ANT2VNA, ►ERTICAL POLARISATION
C
DATA ANTNNA (001) ,ANTNNA (002) , ANTNNA (003) , ANTNNA (004) • ANTNNA (005) ,
*	 ANTNNA (006) ,ANTNNA (007) , ANTNNA (008) , ANTNNA (009) , ANTNNA (010) /
*	 14.70,	 15.400	 15.70,	 16.40,	 17.40,
*	 17.90,
	
18.70,	 19.40,	 19.90,	 20.60/
DATA ANTNNA (011) ,ANTNNA (012) ,ANTNNA (013) ,ANTNNA (014) , ANTNNA (015) ,
*	 ANTNNA (016) , ANTNNA (017) , ANTNNA (018) , ANTNNA (019) , ANTNNA (020) /
*	 21.60,	 21.90,	 21.90,	 22.40,	 22.70,
*	 22.90,	 22.60,	 22.90,	 22.40,	 22.20/
DATA ANTNNA (021) ,ANTNNA (022) , ANTNNA (023) , ANTNNA (024) , ANTNNA (025) ,
*	 ANTNNA (026),ANTNNA (027) , ANTNNA (028) ,ANTNNA (029) ,ANTNNA (030) /
*	 21.90,
	
21.40,	 21.40,	 21.10,	 20.90,
*	 20.70,
	
20.40,	 20.40,	 20.10,	 20.70/
DATA ANTNNA(031),ANTNNA(032),ANTNNA(033),ANTNNA(034),ANTNNA(035),
*	 ANTDKA(036),ANTNNA(037),ANTNNA(038),ANTKNA(039),ANTNNA(040)/
*	 20.70,	 21.40,	 21.40,	 21.70,	 22.10,
#	 22.20,	 22.20,	 22.10,
	
21.90,	 21.40/
DATA ANTNNA (b t 1) ,ANTNNA (042) , ANTNNA (043) , ANTNNA (044) ,ANTNNA (045) ,
*	 ANTNNA (046) ,ANTNNA (047) ,ANTNNA (048) ,ANTNNA (049) ,ANTNNA •(050) /
*	 21.20,
	
20.90,	 20.70,	 20.10,	 19.70,
*	 19.20,	 18.700	 18.10,	 17.60,	 17.60/
DATA ANTNKA(051) ,ANTNNA (052) ,ANTNNA(053) ,ANTNNA (054) ,ANTNNA (055),
*	 ANTNNA(056),ANTNNA(057),ANTNN ► (058),ANTNNA(059),ANTNNA(060)/
*	 17.40,	 17.10,	 17.20,	 17.10,
	 16.90,
*	 16.90,
	
16.90,	 16.70,
	 16.40,	 15.90/
DATA ANTNNA (061) , ANTNNA (062) , ANTNNA (063) , ANTNNA (064) , ANTNNA (065) .
*	 ANTNNA (066) ,ANTNNA (067) ,ANTNNA (068) ,ANTNNA (069) ,ANTNNA (070) /
*	 15.40 0	14.90,	 14.70,	 14.20,	 13.90,
*
	
	 13.20,	 12.70,	 11.40,
	 10.400	 9.40/
DATA ANTKNA(71)/8.90/
.jit,Ul;14AL PAGE 15
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OF POOR QUAL17Y
C
C	 THIS SUBROUTINE RETURNS A GAIN VALUE FOR AN ANGLE
C
C	 ANGLE IS THB DIFFERENCE OF THE ANTENNA ANGLE AND THE PITCH
C	 ANTANG IS THE ANTENNA ANGLE WITH RESPECT TO THE AIRCRAFT
C	 PITCH IS THE AIRCRAFT PITCH ANGLE
C	 ALL ANGLES ARE EXPECTED TO BE EXPRESSED IN RADIANS
C
C	 THE RANGE OF VALUES FOR ANGLE IS: -70.9 TO 70.9 DEGREES
C	 IF AN ANGLE FALLS OUT OF THIS RANGE, THE CLOSEST GAIN
C	 VALUE HILL BE RETURNED
ANGLE - ANTANG-PITCH
INDBXs IFIX ((ANGLR*S7.3 *70.) /2.) + 1
IF (INDEX. LE. 0) 60 TO 30
IF(INDEX.GE.71) GO TO 10
ANGLZ-FLOAT(INDEX-1)*2.-70.
GAIN-ANTNNA (INDEX) • (ANTNNA (INDEX• 1) -ANTNNA (INDEX)) *ABS
=((ANGLE*57.3-ANGLE)/2.0)
RETURN
10 GAIN-ANTNNA(71)
RETOOK
30 GAIN=ANTKNA(1)
RETURN
END
REAL FUNCTION GAIN (ANTANG, PITCH)
REAL ANTNKA,ANGLB,ANTANGvPITCH
DINENSION ANTNNA (71)
C
t	 C.	 GAIN VALUES FOR 1.60 KMC ANTENNA, CROSS POLARIZATION (T-H)
C
DATA ANTNNA (001) , ANTNNA (002) , ANTNNA (003) ,ANTNNA (004) ,ANTNNA (005) ,
*	 ANTNNA (006) ,ANTNNA (007) , ANTNNA (008) , ANTNNA (OJ9) ,ANTNNA (010) /
*	 21.40,	 22.20,	 22.70,	 23.20,	 23.90,
*	 24.10,
	 24.60,	 24.90,	 25.10,
	 25.90/
DATA ANTNNA (011) ,ANTNNA (012) , ANTNNA(013) , ANTNNA (014) ,ANTNNA (015) ,
*	 ANTNNA (016) ,ANTNNA (017) ,ANTNNA (018) ,ANTNNA (019) , ANTNNA (020) /
*	 26.10,	 26.20,	 26.20,	 26.40,	 26.20,
*	 26.20,	 25.60,
	
25.60,	 24.60,	 24.20/
DATA ANTNNA(021) ,ANTNNA (022) ,ANTNNA(023) ,ANTNNA (024) ,ANTNNA (025),
*	 ANTNNA (026) ,ANTNNA (027) ,ANTNNA(028) ,ANTNNA (029) ,ANTNNA (030) /
*	 23.60,	 22.90,	 22.20,	 21.60,
	 20.90,
*	 20.10,	 20.10,	 19.70,	 19.40,	 19.70/
DATA ANTNNA (031) ,ANTNNA (032) , ANTNNA (033) ,ANTNNA (034) , ANTNNA (035) ,
*	 ANTNNA (036) ,ANTNNA (037) ,ANTNNA(038) ,ANTNNA (039) , ANTNNA (040) /
*	 19.90 0	20.10,	 20.90,	 20.90,	 21.40,
*	 21.70,	 22.20,	 22.20,	 22.20,	 21.90/
DATA ANTNNA (041) , ANTNNA (042) ,ANTNNA (043) t ANTNNA (044) , ANTNNA (045) ,
RY
*	 ANTNNA (046) , ANTNNA (047) ,ANTNNA (048) ,ANTNNA (049) , ANTNNA (OSO) /
*	 21.40,	 20.90,	 20.70,	 20.10,	 19.701
*	 19.70,	 20.20,	 20.40,	 20.70,	 20.90/
DATA ANTNNA (OS1) ,ANTNNA (OS2) , ANTNNA(OS3) ,ANTNNA (OS4) , ANTNNA (OSS) ,
*	 AN29NA(OSG),ANTNNA(057), ANTNNA(OS8),ANTNNA(OS9 ► ,ANTNNA(060)/
*	 21.;10,	 21.40,	 21.40,	 21.40,	 21.20,
•	 2f '60,
	 20.90,	 20.40,	 19.900
	
19110/
DATA ANTNNA (061) , ANTNNA (062) , ANTNNA (063) , ANTNNA (064) , ANTNNA (06S) ,
*	 ANTNNA (066) ,ANTNNA (067) , ANTNNA (068) , ANTNNA (069) , ANTNNA (070) /
*	 18.40 0	18.100	 17.700,	 17.40,	 17.90,
*	 17060,	 17.90,	 17.40,
	
16.60,	 16010/
DATA ANTNNA (71) /15.60/
C
C	 THIS SUBROUTINE RETURNS A GAIN VALOR FOR All ANGLE
C
ANGLE IS THE DIFFERENCE OF THE ANTENNA ANGLE AND THE PITCH
C	 ANTANG IS TEE ANTENNA ANGLE SITE RESPECT TO THE AIRCRAFT
C	 PITCH IS THE AIRCRAFT PITCH ANGLE
C	 ALL ANGLES ARE EXPECTED TO BE EXPRESSED IN RADIANS
C
C	 THE RANGE OF VALUES FOR ANGLE IS: -70.9 TO 70.9 DEGREES
C	 IF AN ANGLE FALLS OUT OF THIS RANGE, THE CLOSEST GAIN
C	 TALUS SILL BE RETURNED
C
ANGLE s ANTANG-PITCH
INDEI=IFIX ( (ANGLE*57.3 ♦70.) /2.) • 1
IF (INDEX. LE. 0) GO TO 30
IF (INDEX. GE . 71) GO TO 10
ANGLZ=FLOAT (INDEX-1) *2.-70.
GAINaANTNNA (INDEX) • (ANTNNA (INDEX ♦ 1) -ANTNNA (INDEX)) *ASS
S((ANGL3*57.3-ANGLZ)/2.0)
RETURN
10 GAIN=ANTNNA(71)
RETURN
30 GAIN=ANTONA (1)
RETURN
END
C «* ANTENNA GAIN FUNCTION FOR 1.6GHZ HE DATA
REAL FUNCTION GAIN(ANTANG,PITCH)
REAL ANTNNA,ANGLE,ANTANG,PITCH
DIMENSION ANTNNA (71)
C
C	 GAIN VALUES FOR 1.6 RNC ANTENNA,HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION
C
DATA ANTNNA (001), ANTNNA (002 ►
 , ANTNNA (003) ,ANTNNA (004) , ANTNNA (005) ,
*	 ANTNNA (006) ,ANTNNA (007) ,ANTNNA (008) , ANTNNA (009) , ANTNNA (010) /
*	 23.10,	 23.70,	 24.20,	 24.40,	 24.40,
*	 24.40 0	24.60,	 24.60,	 24.60,	 24.90/
DATA ANTNNA(011) ,ANTNNA(012),ANTNNA(013) ,ANTNNA (014),ANTNNA (015),
*	 ANTNNA (016) ,ANTNNA (017).ANTNNA (018) ,ANTNNA (019) ,ANTNNA (020) /
*	 24.60,
	
24.40,	 24.40v	 24.400	 23.90,
*	 23.70,	 23.10,	 22.90,	 22.40,	 21.90/
DATA ANTNNA(021) ,ANTNNA (022) ,ANTNNA (023) ,ANTNNA (024) ,ANTNNA (025),
*	 ANTNNA (026) ,ANTNNA (027) , ANTNNA (028) ,ANTNNA (029) ,ANTNNA (030) /
*	 21.40,	 20.900	 20.40,	 19.900,
	 19.10,
*	 18090 0	18.60.	 18.40,	 18.400
	 18.40/
DATA ANTNNA (031) ,ANTNNA (032) , ANTNNA (033) ,ANTNNA (034) ,ANTNNA (035) ,
*	 ANTNNA (036) ,ANTNNA (037) ,ANTNNA (038) ,ANTNNA (039) , ANTNNA (040) /
*	 18.90 0	18.900
	
19.70,	 19.70,
	
19.70,
*	 19.70,	 19.70,
	 180909	 18.70,
	 18.10/
DATA ANTNNA (041) ,ANTNNA (042) , ANTNNA (043) ,ANTNNA (044) , ANTNNA (045) ,
*	 ANTNNA (046) ,ANTNNA (047), ANTNNA (048) , ANTNNA (049) ,ANTNNA (050) /
*	 17.60,	 17.70,
	
17.90,	 18.400
	 18.20,
*	 17.90,	 17.90,	 18.10,	 19.400
	 19.90/
DATA ANTNNA(051),ANTNNA(052),ANTNNA(053),ANTNNA(054),AMTNNA(055),
*	 ANTNNA (056) ,ANTNNA (057) ,ANTNNA (058) ,ANTNNA (059) ,ANTNNA (060) /
*	 20.70,	 21.20,	 20.90,	 21.20,
	 21.90,
*	 23.10,	 23.40,	 23.40,	 22.90,	 22.20/
DATA ANTNNA (061) ,ANTNNA (062) ,ANTNNA(063) ,ANTNNA (064) ,ANTNNA (065),
*	 ANTNNA (066) ,ANTNNA (067) , ANTNNA (068) ,ANTNNA (069) ,ANTNNA (070) /
•	 21.90,	 22.10,	 22.20,	 22.20,	 22.40,
*
	
	 22.10,	 21.90,	 21.60,	 21.90,	 22.10/
DATA ANTNNA (71) /22. 10/
r	 C
C THIS SUBROUTINE 23TOWNS A GAIN VALUE FOR AN ANGLE
C
ANGLE IS THE DIFFERENCE kF THE ANTENNA ANGLE AND THE PITCH
C ANTANG IS THE ANTENNA ANGLE WITH RESPECT TO THE AIRCRAFT
'	 C PITCH IS THE AIRCRAFT PITCH ANGLE
C ALL ANGLES ARE EXPECTED TO BE EXPRESSED IN RADIANS
f	 y
C THE RANGE OF VALUES FOR ANGLE IS: 	 — 70.9 TO 70.9 DEGREES
c	 C IF AN ANGLE FALLS OUT OF THIS RANGE, THE CLOSEST GAIN
C VALUE WILL BE RETURNED
C
ANGLE = ANTANG—PITCH
'y INDEX=IFIX((ANGLE*57.3#70.)/2.)01
IF (INDEX. LE. 0) GO TO 30
IF (INDEX. GE. 71)	 GO TO 10
ANGLZ=FLOAT ( INDEX-1) *2. -70.
GAIN=ANTNMA (INDEX) • (ANTNNA (I NDEX' 1) — ANTNNA (INDEX)) *ASS
S ( (ANGLE*57.3 — ANGLZ) /2.0)
4 RETURN
10 GAIN=ANTNNA(71)
RETURN
30 GAIWxA9TNNA(1)
_ RETURN
LA)I
ROD
C •• ARTERY& GAIN FUNCTION FOR 1.6089 NV DATA
REALFUNCTION GAIN(ANTANG,PITCH)
REAL ANTNNA,AMGLE,ANTANO,PITCO
DIMENSION ANTNNA (71)
C	
a
C	 GAIN VALUES FOR 1 1960 RNC ANTENNA, CROSS PLOARIZATION (H-T)
C
DATA ANTNNA (00lj,AMTNNA (002) ,ANTNNA(003) ,ANTNNA (004) ,ANTNNA (005) ,
*	 ANTNNA (006) ,ANTNNA (007) , ANTNNA (008) , ANTNNA (009), ANTNNA (010) /
*	 16.40.
	 17.20,	 17.40,	 17.70,	 18.20,
*	 18.40.
	
18.70,
	
19.40,	 19.60,	 19.90/
DATA ANTNNA (O 11) ,ANTNNA (012) , ANTNNA (013) , ANTNNA (014) , ANTNNA (015) ,
*	 ANTNNA (016) , ANTNN A (017) , ANT NNA (016) , ANTVIA (019) , A IT NIA (020)
*	 20.10,	 20.20,	 20.40,	 20.40,	 20.40,
*	 20.40,	 20.60,	 20.40,	 20.20.	 20.10/
DATA ANTNNA (021) , ANTNNA (022) , ANTNNA (023) , ANTNIA (024) , ANTNNA (025) ,
*	 ANTNNA (026) ,ANTNNA (027) , ANTNNA (028) ,ANTNNA (029) ,ANTNNA (030) /
•	 20.20,	 19.90,	 19.906	 19.900	 19.400
*	 19.40,
	
19.20,	 19.40,	 19.40,	 19.90/
DATA ANTNIA (031) ,ANTNNA (032) , ANTNNA (033) ,ANTNNA (034) , ANTNNA (035) ,
*	 ANTNNA (036) ,ANTNNA (037) , ANTNNA (038) , ANTNNA (039) , A NTNNA (040) /
*	 20.20;	 20.40,	 20.70,	 20.70,	 20.40,
*	 20.20,	 19.70,	 18.90,	 18.40,	 17.60/
DATA ANTNNA (041) , ANTNNA (042) ,ANTNIA (043) , ANTNNA (044) ,ANTNNA (045) ,
*	 ANTNIA (046) ,ANTNNA (047),ANTNNA (048) ,ANTNN ► (049) , ANTINA (OSO) /
*	 17.40,
	
17.90,	 17.90,	 18.400
	
18.20,
*	 17.40,
	
16.40,	 16.40,	 16.90,	 16.90/
DATA ANTNNA(OS1) ,AN*NIA (OS2),ANTNN► (053) ,ANTNNA (054),ANTNNA (055),
*	 ANTNNA (056) ,ANTNNA (057), ANTNIA (058) vPITINA (059) ,ANTINA (060)
*	 16.90,	 16.90,	 16.70,	 17.20,	 18.20,
*	 19.40,	 19.406	 19.700	 19.40,	 18.90/
DATA ANTINA (061) , ANTNNA (062), ANTNNA (063) , ANTNNA (064) , ANTNNA (065) ,
*	 ANTNNA (066),ANTNNA (067),ANTNNA(066) ,ANTNNA (069) ,ANTNIA (070) /
*	 18.90 8	19.106	 19.20,	 18.90,	 18.406
*	 17.40,	 16.700	 16.10,	 15.900	 15.60/
RATA ANTNNA (71) /15.40/
C
C	 THIS SUBROUTINE RETURNS A GAIN VALUE FOR AN ANGLE
C
C	 ANGLE IS THE DIFFERENCE OF THE ANTENNA ANGLE AND THE PITCH
C	 ANTANG IS THE ANTENNA ANGLE NITH RESPECT TO THE AIRCRAFT
C	 PITCH IS THE AIRCRAFT PITCH ANGLE
C	 ALL ANGLES ARE EXPECTED TO BE EXPRESSED IN RADIANS
C
THE RANGE OF VALUES FOR ANGLE IS: •70.9 TO 70.9 DEGREES
C	 IF AN ANGLE FALLS OUT OF THIS RANGE, THE CLOSEST GAIN
`to
. \
C	 VALUE $ILL DE RETURNED
C
ANGLE = ANTANG-PITCN
INDEXa LFlX ( (ANGLE*57. 3+70.) /2.) • 1
I! (INDEX. LE.0) GO TO 30
IF (INDEX. GR. 71) GO TO 10
ANG 2a noiTiriOEx-ii *2.-70.
GAIN=ANTNNA (INDEX) • (ANTNNA (INDEX' 1) -ANTNNA (INDEX)) *ABS
X ( (ANGLE*57.3-ANGLZ) /2.0)
RETURN
10 GAIN=ANTNNA (71)
RETURN
30 G&TN=ANTNIA(1)
RETURN
END
C	 GAIN VALUES FOR .400 KMC ANTENNA,, VERTICAL POLARIZATION
REAL FUNCTION GAIN(ANTANG,PITCM)
REAL ANTNNA,ANGLE,ANTANG,PITCM
DIMENSION ANTNNA(71)
C
C
DATA ANTNNA (001),ANTNNA (002) ,ANTNNA(003) ,ANTNNA (004) ,ANTNNA (005) ,
*	 ANTNNA (006) ,ANTNNA (007) ,ANTNNA(008) ,ANTNNA (009) ,ANTNNA (010) /
*	 10.40,	 12.400
	 14.80,	 16.40,	 18.40,
*	 19.40,	 20.80,
	 21.80,	 22.80,	 23.40/
DATA ANTNNA (011) ,ANTNNA (012) , ANTNNA(013) ,ANTNNA (014) , ANTNNA (015) ,
*	 ANTNNA (016) ,ANTNNA (017) ,ANTNNA (018) ,ANTNNA (019) ,ANTNNA (020) /
*	 23.80,	 24.40,
	 24.80,	 24.80,	 24.80,
*	 24.40,	 23.80,
	 22.80,	 22.40,	 21.40/
DATA ANTNNA (021) ,ANTNNA (022) ,ANTNNA (023) ,ANTNNA (024) ,ANTNNA (025) ,
*	 ANTNNA (026) ,ANTNNA (027) , ANTNNA (028) ,ANTNNA (029) ,ANTNNA (030) /
*	 19.40 0	18.400	 16.80,	 15.40,	 13.40,
*	 11.40,
	 9.80,	 7.80,	 6.80,	 5.80/
DATA ANTNNA (031) , ANTNNA (032) , ANTNNA (033) , ANTNNA (034) , ANTNNA (035) ,
•	 ANTNNA (036) ,ANTNNA (037) , ANTNNA (038) ,ANTNNA (039) , ANTNNA (040) /
•	 4.804,
	 4.40,	 3.80,	 3.40,	 2.80,
•	 2.80,	 1.806	 1.40,	 0.400	 -0.60/
DATA ANTNNA(041)vANTNNA(042),ANTNNA(043),ANTNNA(044),ANTNNA(045),
*	 ANTNNA (046) ,ANTNNA (047) , ANTNNA (048) ,ANTNNA (049) ,ANTNNA (050) /
*	 -1.60,	 -2.20,	 -3.20,	 -4.200	 -4.60,
*	 -4.60,	 -4.60,	 -4.20,	 -3.200	 -2.60/
DATA ANTNNA (051) ,ANTNNA (052) ,ANTNNA (053) ,ANTNNA (054) ,ANTNNA (OSS) ,
*	 ANTNNA (056) ,ANTNNA (057) , ANTNNA (OS8) , ANTNNA (059) , ANTNNA (060) /
*	 -1.60,	 -1.20,
	 -0.60,	 -0.60,	 -0.60,
•	 -0.20,	 -0.60,	 -0.600	 -1.200
	 -1.20/
DATA ANTNNA (061) , ANTNNA (062) , ANTNNA (063) , ANTNNA (064) , ANTNNA (065) ,
*	 ANTNNA (066) ,ANTNNA (067) ,ANTNN ► (068) , 9NTNNA (069) ,ANTNNA (070) /
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	-2.20,	 -2.60.	 -3.60,	 -6.608	 -S.60,
	
-6.60,	 -e. 20,	 -9.606	 -11.20,	 -13.60/
DATA AUTNNA(71) /-15.60/
C
C
	
THIS 50BROGTINE RETURNS A GAIN VALOR FOR AN ANGLE
C
V
	 ANGLE IS THE DIFFERENCE OF THE ANTENNA ANGLE AND THE PITCH
C
	
ANTANG IS THE ANTENNAANGLE OITN RESPECT TO THE AIRCRAFT
C
	
PITC9 IS ?HE AIRCRAFT PITCH ANGLE
C
	
ALL ANGLES ARE EXPECTED TO BE EXPRESSED IN RADIANS
C
V
	
THE RANGE OF •ALOES FOR ANGLE IS: -70.9 TO 70.9 DEGREES
C
	
IF AN ANGLE FALLS OUT OF THIS RANGE, THE CLOSEST GAIN
C
	
VALOR •ILL BE RETURNED
C
ANGLE s ANTANG-PITCH
INDEYsIFIY((ANGLE*S7.3*70.)/2.)+1
IF (INDET. LE. 0) GO TO 30
IF(INDE1.6E.71) GO TO 10
ANGLZs FLOAT (11021- 1) *2.-70.
GAINsANTNNA (INDEY) • (ANTNNA (INDEX• 1) -ANTNNA (INDBX)) *ABS
!((ANGLE*57.3-ANGLZ)/2.0)
RETURN
10 GAINsANTNNA (71)
RETURN
30 GAINsANTNNA(1)
RETURN
END
C	 GAIN VALUES FOR .600 KNC ANTENNA, HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION
REAL FUNCTION GAIN(ANTANG,PITCH)
REAL ANTNNA, ►NGLE,ANTANG,PITCH
DIHEMSIOK ANTNNA (?1)
C
C
DATA ANTNNAIO! 1) ,ANTNNA (002) , ANTNNA (003) , ANTNNA (004) , ANTNNA (005) ,
*	 ANTNNA (006) ,ANTNNA (007) , ANTNNA (008) , ANTNNA (009) , ANTNNA (010) /
*	 29.40,
	 29.40.	 29.40,	 29.40,	 29.408
*	 28.80,	 28.80,	 27.80,	 27.400	 26.80/
DATA ANTNNA(011) ,ANTNNA (012) ,ANTNNA (013) ,ANTNNA (014) , ANTNNA (015),
*	 ANTNNA (016) , ANTNNA (017) , ANTNNA (018 ► ,ANTNNA (019) ,ANTNNA (020) /
*	 26.40,
	
25.40,	 24.40,	 23.40,	 21.40,
*	 20.80,	 19.006	 17.808	 15.800	 13.80/
DATA ANTNNA (021) , ANTNNA (022) , ANTNNA (023) , ANTNNA (024) , ANTNNA (025) ,
*	 ANTNNA (026) , ANTNNA (0s7j ,ANTNNA (028) ,ANTNNA (029) , ANTNNA (030) /
*	 11.80,	 9.800	 7.800	 S.800	 3.800
*	 2.40,	 0.400	 -0.60,	 -1.60,	 -2.20/
DATA ANTNNA (031) ,ANTNNA (032) , ANTNNA (033) ,ANTNNA (034) , ANTNNA (03S) ,
(v3
•	 ANTNNA (036) ,ANTNNA (037) , ANTNNA (038) , AITNNA (039) , ANTNNA (000)
•	 -2.60,	 -2.60,	 -2.600	 -3.20,	 -3.20,
•	 -3060,	 -4.20,	 -0.20,	 -0.600
	 -5.60/
DATA ANTNNA(041),ANTNNA(042),ANTNNA(043),ANTNNA(044),ANTNNA(045),
•	 AN?NNA (046) ,ANTNNA (047) ,ANTNNA (048) ,ANTNNA (009) , ANTNNA (050) /
•	 -6020 4,	 -70200	 -8.20,	 -8.60,	 -9.20,
•	 -9060,	 =9.600	 -9.60,	 -9.20,
	 -8.60/
DATA ANTNNA (OS1) ,ANTNNA (052) ,ANTNNA (053) ,ANTNNA (OS4) , ANTNNA (OSS),
•	 ANTNNA(056),ANTNNA (OS7) ,ANTNNA(058),ANTNNA (OS9),ANTNNA (060) /
•	 -8.20,	 -7.60,	 -6.60,	 -6.20,
	 -S.60,
*	 -5.20,	 -4.60,	 -4.60,
	 -4.200	 -3.60/
DATA ANTNNA ( 061) ,ANTNNA (062) ,ANTNNA (OI.3^ ,ANTNNA (064) ,ANTNNA (06S) .
•	 ANTNNA (066) , ANTNNA(067) , ANTNNA (068) , ANTNNA (069) , ANTNNA (070) /
•	 -3.60,	 -3.606	 -3.60,	 -3.60,	 -4.200
•	 -4.20 0	-4.60,	 -S.20,	 -5.20,	 -6.20/
DATA ANTNNA(71)/-6.60/
C
THIS SOBR00TINE RETURNS A GAIN VALUE FOR AN ANGLE
C
C	 ANGLE IS THE DIFFERENCE OF THE ANTENNA ANGLE AND THE PITCH
ANTANG IS THE ANTENNA ANGLE NITN RESPECT TO THE AIRCRAFT
C	 PITC8 IS THE AIRCRAFT PITCH ANGLE
C	 ALL ANGLES ARE EXPECTED TO 8E EXPRESSED IM RADIANS
C
THE NABOB OF TALONS FOR ANGLE IS: -70 . 9 TO 70.9 DEGREES
C	 IF AN ANGLE FALLS OUT OF THIS RANGE, THE CLOSEST GAIN
C	 VALUE HILL BE RETURNED
C
ANGLE n ANTANG-PITCH
IFORIa IFIX( ( ANGLE•57 . 3#70.)/2.) •1
IT(INDEX.LE.0) GO TO 30
IF(INDEX.6E.71) GO TO 10
ANGLZa FLOAT(IlDRX-1)•2. - 70.
GAIN=ANTNNA (INDEX) • (ANTNNA (INDEX ♦ 1) -ANTNNA ( INDEX)) •ABS
$((ANGLE•S7.3-ANGL3)/2.0p
RETURN
10 GAIXwANTNNA(71)
RETURN
30 GAINsANTNNA(1)
RETURN
END
C	 GAIN VALUES FOR .400 ROC AV?ENNA, CROSS POLARIXA?ION
REAL !UNCTION • GAIN (ANTANG, PITCH)
REAL ANTNNA,ANGLE,ANTANG,PZTCH
DIMENSION ANTNNA (71)
C
C
/vq
DATA ANTNNA (001) , ANTNNA (002) , ANTNNA (003) , ANTNNA (004) , ANTNNA (00°_) ,
•	 ANTNNA (006) , ANTNNA (007) , ANTNNA (008) , ANTNNA (009) , ANTNNA (010) /
•	 19.90 0,	 20.90,	 22.10,	 22.90,	 23.90,
•	 24.10,	 24.80,	 24.80,	 2S.10,	 2S.10/
DATA A "IN A (011) , ANT NNA (012) , ANTNNA (013) , ANTNNA (014) , ANTNNA (01 S)
•	 ANTNNA (016) ,ANTNNA (017) ,ANTNNA (018) ,ANTNNA (019) 0 ANTNNA (020) /
•	 25.10 0	24.900
	 24.60,	 24.10,
	
23.30,
•	 22.60,	 21.40,	 20.30,	 18.900
	 17.60/
DATA ANTNNA (021) ,ANTNNA (022) ,ANTNNA (023) ,ANTNNA (024) , ANTNNA (025) 0
•	 ANTNNA (026) , ANT NNA (027) , ANTNNA (028) ,ANTNNA (029) ,ANT NNA (030) /
•	 15.60,	 14.100,	 12.30,	 10.60,	 8.600
•	 6.900	 S.100	 3.60,	 2.60,	 1.d0/
DATA ANTNNA(031),ANTNNA(032) O ANTNNA(033),ANTNNA (034),ANTNNA (035),
•	 ANTNNA(036),ANTNNA(037),ANTNNA(038),ANTNNA(039),ANTNNA(040)/
•	 1.100
	 0.900	 0.60,	 0.100	 -0.20,
•
	
-0.40 0 	-1020,	 -1.400	 -2.10,	 -3.10/
DATA ANTNNA (041) ,ANTNNA (042) ,ANTNNA (043) ,ANTNNA (044) ,ANTNNA (04S) 0
•	 ANTNNA(046) ,ANTNNA (047) ,ANTNNA (048) ,ANTNNA (049) , ANTNNA (050) /
•	 -4.10 6
	 -S.100	 -5.900	 -6.60,	 -7.10,
•	 -7.40 0 	 -7.40,	 -6.90,	 -6.20,	 -S.60/
DATA ANTNNA (OS1),ANTVNA(OS2) ,ANTNNA (OS3) ,ANTNNA (OS4) ,ANTNNA (OSS) ,
•	 ANTNNA (056) ,ANTNNA (OS7) , ANTNNA (OS8) , ANTNNA (059) , ANTNNA (060) /
•	 -5.10,
	 -4.400	 -3.900
	 -3.40,	 -3.10,
•	 -2.70,
	
-2.60,	 -2.60,
	 -2.70,	 -2.40/
DATA ANTNNA (061) ,ANTNNA (062) , ANTNNA (063) , ANTNNA (064) ,ANTN AA (065) ,
•	 ANTNNA (066) ,ANTNNA (067),ANTNNA (068) ,ANTNNA (069) ,ANTNNA (070) /
*	 -2.90,	 -3.10, 	 -3.60,	 -40100	 -4.90,
•	 -5.40 0
	-6.40,	 -7140,
	 -8.20,	 -9.90/
DATA ANTNNA(71)/-11.10/
C
C
	
THIS SUBROUTINE RETURNR A GAIN TALUS FOR AN ANGLE
C
-
	 ANGLE IS THE DIFF99RICE OF THE ANTENNA ANGLE AND THE PITCH
C
	
ANTANG IS	 THE A'199
	 NA ANGLE VITO RESPECT TO THE AIRCRAFT
C
	
PITCH 15 THE I.',ICRAPT PITCH ANGLE
C
	
ALL ANGLES ARS $XPECTED TO BE EXPRESSED IN RADIANS
wb
C
	
THE RANGE	 OF VALUES	 FOR ANGLE	 IS: -70.9 TO 70.9 DEGREES
C
	
IF AN ANGLE FALLS OUT OF THIS RANGE, THE CLOSP.ST GAIN
C
	
VALUE VILL BE RETURNED
V
ANGLE a ANTANG-PITCH
150318 IFIX ((ANGLE•S7. 3-670.) /2.) •1
IF (INDEX. LE. 0) GO TO 30
IF(INDEX. GE.71) GO TA 10
ANGLZw FLOAT(INDEX-1) •2.-70.
GAIN•ANTNNA (INDPI) • (ANTNNA (INDEX • 1) -ANTNNA (INDEX)) *ADS
S ((ANGLE•S7. 3-ANGLZ) /2.0)
RETURN
10 GAIN•ANTNNA (71)
Qu
1u7
RETURN
30 OAIIm ARTIIMA 0)
RETURN
END
^ & (o
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COMPARISON OF SCATTEROMETER RESOLUTION
CELL AREA APPROXIMATIONS
by
Billy V. Clark and Richard W. Newton
1.0 GENERAL
For some time there have been two approaches to evaluating area.
A, used in the scattering coefficient equation
_  _ 
The approach used by NASA/ESD was to simply calculate the rectangular
area along the ground track line, Figure 1. To account for roll and drift
angles this area was divided by cosine roll times cosine drift.
The approach used at TANU is to compute the actual cell length between
doppler contours, BB' in Figure 2, accounting for actual roll and drift
values. The width of the cell is approximated very closely by the expres-
sion for W' in Figure 2. The product, BB'xW', is the approximation to
the area that is used by TANU in scatterometer data reduction.
Since there have been some questions about the relative accuracy of
the two area calculations, more detailed analysis of the area boundaries
and more refined calculations of the area have been performed at TANU
Several types of calculations were made:
10^
tan P/2
a) (BWA)X H cos 2
L=
	
	
BWA = ACTUAL BANDWIDTH
2V cos 3
 AL
b) 2H tan P/2
W' = cos9coOCOS4,
cl	 Area - LW'
Figure 2. Equations used by NASA/ESD to compute area.
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Figure 2. Equations used by TAMU to compute area.
aa. Area of trapezium (no parallel sides)
b. Area of N parallelograms
c. Integration by Simpson's Rule
d. Quadratic Formula to calculate BB'.
The results of these different approaches to calculating the ground cell
area indicate in all cases that the technique currently used at TAMU is
a better over-all area estimator than the rectangular approximation. In
the course of this analysis the mathmatical development of the expres-
sion for y, page 9 of Reference [1], was reviewed. It was found that
if the sign used before the square-root symbol is positive, better agree-
ment was achieved with the more accurate area values found by numerically
integrating over the cell. The form of the equation that should be used
follows:
^/ _ ...... h 1/4"^ 	 (1. a )i-k^s70
a
)/3
2.0 AREA ESTIMATE BY TRAPEZIUM
This approach makes only one assumption in computing the area; i.e.,
the lines connecting the four corner coordinates are straight, see Figure 3.
Examination of the actual coordinate values at A, B, C, and D for viewing
angles between -40 and -520
 confirm that this is a reasonable assumption.
The calculation technique is to use the equations for the four lines
labelled XU, XL, FL and FU, Figure 2, to derive the actual coordinates at
A, B, C, and D. The value for X at any point along XU can be shown to be
given by:
	
(PI . N sm	 (2)
where
P1 - cos^cos*
P2 - sin4cos*
M - (tan 0/2)/sine'L
B - antenna bemwidth
referenced to the aircraft
61  - viewing angle through the
antenna coordinate system
H - aircraft altitude
- drjft angle
^► 	 - roll angle
I
F 4
Y&	 yw Y
Figure 3. Trapezium Area.
•
Similarly, along the curve XL, the value of X is given by
Coy 2:/YSma W	 (3)N srr of
And, of course, along the doppler contours the value of X is given by
X.P V>a^
	
(3.a)
where ed = viewing angle referenced to the ground track, Y-axis. By
iterating the value of Y. beginning at YL, the corner coordinates are
found.
Next, with the assumption that the connecting lines are straight, the
area is found by
A - (Al + A2) - (A3 + A4 + A5) 	 (4)
where
Al n (XB - XA) (YB - YA)/2	 (5)
A2 ' (YC - YB ) (XC + XB)/2 	(6)
A3 a ( YC - Yp) (XC - XC - Xp)/2	 (7)
A4 = (Yp - YA) (XD - XA)/2	
(8)
A5 = (YC - Yp) (XD - XA)	 (9)
f
IN
3.0 AREA ESTIMATION BY STRIP INTEGRATION
This technique uses the sun of the area in N strips, each consisting
of a selectively small parallelogram, to estimate the area. As illustrated
in Figure 4, the length of mini-rectangle is the distance between the
upper and lower frequency doppler lines. The length, Dl, is calculated at
each step using the expressions
r C-4441ft%v; 	(K-,)#	 (10)
(/- A16 CVO )
yk^;: C-^w^l^w ti^ ^^ileM'^'^(KK-r)f1^Bea'^-] )	 (ll}
0—KK670.0
where K4. = ( 2 YA Fa.	
(12}
KK = (zv/  12,	 (13)
and	 .DL '	 (14)
r
S
The fJ rst step was performed with 0 1
 = 0-3/2, and at each successive step
with *i +1 = 0i + 60, using 60 s 3/3002
Pq
YFt.
ya.	 A
Figure 4. Area of N Parallelograms.
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iThe value of Oli i was calculated by first evaluating range, R i , to
the center of the line OL and then using the expression
.Pwi	 Rt. /mot. A Y, &0 sp.; 0. f 6% 'P, fit, (S i fo)) 	 (15)
The besi-,  for **v above expression is shown in Figure S.
is
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Figure 5. Evaluation of OW
1'V
3The value of DW i was calculated by first evaluating range, R i , to
he center of the line Dl and then using the^	 t	 9expressionP
4
The basis for the above expression is shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5. Evaluation of DW
d^
4.0 AREA ESTIMATION FOR NUMERICAL INTEGRATION (SIMPSON'S RULE)
This approach is similar to the trapezium technique, but makes use
of a more refined algebraic expression for areas beneath a curved line
Using the equations (2), (3), and (3.a) above, and having already
found the intersection YL, YU, A, B, C, and 0 in Figure 3, repeated
applications of Simpson's rule for numerical integration are made to
find the areas:
Al:
A2:
A3:
A4:
A5:
A6:
beneath line FL
beneath line Xd
beneath line FL
beneath line XL
beneath line FU
beneath line FU
from Y = Y(A) to Y = Y(B),
from Y = Y(B) to Y = Y(C),
from Y = YL to Y = Y(A),
from Y = Y(A) to Y = Y(D),
from Y = YU to Y = Y(D),
from Y = YU to Y = Y(C).
For Al, A3, A5, and A6 a value of N = 8 was used. For A2 and A4 a value
of N = 32 was used, where N specifies the number of times the interval
is halved between the limits of integration. The total cell area is then
calculated as:
A = A1 +A2+A5 - (A3+A4+A6)
x
4
i -
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5.0 QUADRATIC FORMULA APPLICATION
Using the expression for Y in the quadratic form given at the top of
page 9, reference [1), the value of Y1 and Y2 were calculated. Next,
the final expression on the same page was implemented, using the value of
W' specified on the same page.
1 `^^I
6.0 COMPARISON OF RESULTS
The results of area calculation using the above techniques were
compared to the results of the Rectangular and Doppler techniques. 'These
are summarized in Table 1. The results are graphically presented in
Figures 6 and 7. The tables clearly show that the TAMU method has better
general agreement with the integrated values for area.
Notice that in all cases where there is a drift value the Rectangular
area approximation departs rapidly from the other estimation techniques.
Although the so called Doppler Contour approximation is not considered
perfect, it appears to be the best of the two "short cut" methods, Figures
1 and 2, for handling excursion in drift.
r
4
f
S'
4
-4	 -5 1982.0 2105.5 2105.3 2105.5 0.01
-10 2161.4 2216.7	 2208.5 2208.0 2208.5 -0.02
-20 2209.9 2225.0	 2217.9 2215.7 2217.9 -0.10
-40 3001.7 2984.1	 2974.6 2959.6 2974.6 -0.50
8	 -5 1907.1 2121.5 2121.0 2121.5 -0.02
-10 2141.6 2251.7	 2217.3 2215.4 2217.3 -0.09
-20 2232.0 2267.0	 2243.0 2234.2 2243.1 -0.40
-40 3092.6 3091.7	 3058.8 2996.5 3058.8 -2.04
1s
ju
TABLE 1
Area Comparisons for Sever Calculation Tecniques
AT = Trapezium (4 - corners connected by straight lines)
+	 Y
AP = Parallel-cram (integrating of stripes)
AQ - Quadratic Formula
AR - Rectangular (ESD algorithm)
AD = Doppler contour (Reference [11, page 9)
Roll,	 0.
Viewing
Drift
	 Angle AR-AD 
*1000, Deg	 eL , Deg . AT AP AQ AR AD AD
0	 -5 2104.8 2100.2 2100.2 2100.2 0.0
-10 2207.4 2211.0 2202.4 2202.4 2202.4 0.0
-20 2222.1 2211.35 2209.6 2209.6 2209.6 0.0
-40 3053.4 3027.06 3024.7 3024.7 3024.7 0.0
7.0 EVALUATION OF ROLL EXCURSION ON AREA VALUES
To illustrate the influence of roll on the ground cell area a
typical viewing angle, -45 0 , and a typical drift angle, 5% were selected.
Successive ground cell areas were calculated for successively larger roll
angles, beginning at 0.00 , and remaining on the same dpppler center fre-
quency. Table 2 summarizes the results. Again, as was the case in drift
excursions, the rectangular area technique does not adequately approximate
changes in area for the off-ground-track situation.
Finally, as can be seen from Table 2, the difference between the
TAMU Doppler area and the integrated area, by Simpson's rule, is never
greater than 0.5% for excursions in roll up to 6.7 degrees.
if
Ial
0.0
-1.0
0or 
-2.0i
'	 4
^D
-3.0
H - 1500 1 , VEL - 150 KTS, A - 0.1875
-10
	
-20
	
-30	 -40	 -50
VIEWING ANGLE, DEG.
FIGURE 5. AREA COMPARISONS, DRIFT EXCURSIONS
0.0
-2.0
00
*c	 -4.0aL
1=1a
-6.0
-1.0
	
-2.0	 -3.0	 -4.0	 -5.0
ROLL ANGLE, DEG.
FIGURE 7. AREA COMPARISONS, ROLL EXCURSIONS
TABLE 2
Area Calculation Comparisons
AD = Doppler Area
AR = Rectangular
AQ = Quadratic Formula Application
AS = Simpson's Rules Integration
Roll, 0 DRIFT. AS AQ AD AR
AR-AD	
1^
Deg Deg
0. 5. 3132.9 3132.9 3133.9 3074.4 -1.9
-1.2 5. 3157.7 3141.9 3153.9 3075.1 -2.5
-2.5 5. 3184.1 3166.3 3178.4 3077.2 -3.2
-4.9 5. 3241.7 3228.8 3241.2 3085.8 -4.8
-6.7 S. 3289.1 3287.7 3300.4 3095.8 -6.2
!i
E
y
1
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INTRODUCTION
The Remote Sensing Center has been funded by The Earth
Observations Division of NASA/JSC through Contract NAS9-14875
to evaluate the radar scatterometer processing techniques
developed by TAMU to the one recently implemented by the
NASA/JSC Engineering Systems Division. After several months
of effort and many personal and verbal communications, the
two processing techniques were demonstrated to be comparable.
The only subsystems that were not satisfactorily compared
f
were the area computational procedure. TAMU uses the algo-
rithm documented by Schell in Technical Memorandum RSC-119
[1], [Z]. NASA/JSC used another algorithm. The largest
i	 discrepancy between these algorithms occurred at large roll
i
f	
and drift angles [3]. In order to insure that the output of
't
each processing system (TAMU, NASA/JSC, hardware processors)
were as consistant as possible, it was mutually agreed that
the same area algorithm should be used by both TAMU and
NASA/JSC. The algorithm that was agreed to by both TAMU and
NASA/JSC is the one utilized by Schell [1]. It is the purpose
of this memorandum to clarify the development and utilization
of these equations.
CELL LENGTH COMPUTATION
The area algorithm approximates the true cell area by
computing the length of the cell along the antenna center and
multiplying this length by the width of the cell at the cell
"center" defined by the filter center frequency. The cell
length at each incident angle is cu ,qputed by determining the
points of intersection of the antenna center line with the
isodoppler hyperbolas defined by the center frequency and
band-tidth of the filter corresponding to each incident angle
(Figure 1). The equation of the line going through the center
of the antenna beam projected onto the surface can be deter-
mined by its slope and intercept (Figure 2). The equation
of this line is:
X = (Slope)	 X u,►^^ iN{^rcept^
From Figure 2 it can be seen that the slope is the tangent
of the drift angle. For the geometry in Figure 2
%I 4PC_  = tom, 4
Note that the drift, f, is considered to be positive when
the nose of the aircraft is to the left of the aircraft
- d -
133
enter of antenna beam
.yGround
Track.
X
4
:enter of antenna beam
_y
cell length: D to n'
cell width: C to C'
Approximate cell area: cell length x cell widl.-
Figure 1. Definition of cell length and cell width.
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Figure 2. Ceojwtry describing projection of the center of the
antenna beam onto the surface.
/ 3-,>
ground track. The x axis intercept, xo , is given as
X 0 =	 _
where the angle,* , is measured off of
!	 nal to the center line of the antenna.
jnegative when the left wing goes low.
line defining the center of the antenna
the z axis and orthogo-
It is considered to be
The equation of the
i beam is now
The cell length is determined by computing the inter-
section of this line with the isodoppler lines that define
the cell end boundaries. The equation defining the isodopp-
lers is determined from the doppler equation
F
d	 ^
where v - the velocity vector (in the direction of
the y axis
r - the range vector from the aircraft to the
cell center (thus —r is a unit vector
Irl
denoting the direction from the antenna
to the cell center).
f  - doppler frequency
-a-
13ke
Now
Z_
?11r'1
but from Figure 3
V• F = %; 1 1 r 1 La eel#
=1v 1 IFI Lzk(w t `/t
v • ^ = 1^1 t^l ^. ^'
where ery is the angle between the velocity vector and the
range vector. Now
Z Iv 11 ^I Seri►• b^
d	 ?, 1 r ^
Note that
\ r 1 Sin. 6' - - y
However, for small roll and drift angles
Srtnn 6 '	 S.c	 E3
Z^a
-y
rciut-Luy vCa.wi v - As pul-41=1 Lv the y axis
Y
sin e'
x +y +H
and
sin e	 x + Y
x +y +H
It is an approximation to assume sin e
	 sin a if and are not
zero.
Figure 3. Approximation involved in evaluations the doppler equation.
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I
making this assumption, then
1 wl scM B = -k3
and
Substituting for
-Z1v1 y
- d^	
^1 
JY. * ^2 + H^
The factor k is constant for each incident angle.
 ('L 
=	
Z1;1 z
xs
	 (Z)
/39
The cell length can now be computed from (Figure 4).
cell length	 (3)
The y values are computed by solving for the intersection
of the line defined by equation (1) and the hyperbolas
defining the isodopplers, equation (2). Eliminating the
I	 variable x from these equations yields
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center of the
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Figure 4. Cell length projection.
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CELL WIDTH
The cell width can be computed with the aid of Figure S.
^!	 Z r t4C ,, ('/z
-ti,,.
The cell width projected onto the surface is
	
^	 Z 1! to,r.^^z	 (4)
W - !CD. 8 u3x y-
AREA COMPUTATION
The approximate cell area is computed by simply multi-
plying equation (3) by equation (4).
Area	 W 	
IA-D.
(5)
Area
	
Loh, 0 Lzu,	 l
-^- vy
ire 0 is the beamwidth
x
Looking down the center line of the antenna.
Figure S. Cell width geometry.
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REDEFINITION OF ROLL ANGLE
If it is determined that the roll angle is measured
off the true nadir in the x z plane instead of orthogonal
to the centerline of the antenna beam as assumed above,
equation (S) can still be used to compute the area. However,
the roll angle 0 used in the equations must be computed in
the following manner:
i t C4 -' ( t, . 4'1.; ^^ ^►
I
where tlr is the angle in equations (1) through (S) above,
and *' is the roll angle obtained from the NERDAS.
COMPARISON TO NASA EQUATION
The quadratic equation used to solve for y2 and yl is
N Ltc,: ^
where
	
	 (b)
z
It can be shown that this equation is identical to the
version that is contained in the NASA ESD program. The
quadratic in the ESD equation is
-i -
M
`^ ss e '•.' c} — ^,	 t N to,.c^ ro.,^' th.se
+ N L ,.Ze t 4,, % ^ +- 13 =
The constant k is obtained from
Z1v1 Lti,6
}d 	 11
4d
#	 Substituting this into equation (6) givesf
llcL4
Ir
Ltn, d	 {^
SM. 8
y
LZ N +	 a	 t t: te., ^j
0
_s.
This equation can be seen to be identical to the quadratic
that ESD uses.
CONCLUSION
The equations developed^in this document are identical
to those developed by Schell in Technical Memorandum RSC-119
[1l. A question has recently been raised by NASA ESD concern-
ing the reference for the roll angle that is measured by the
NERDAS. It has been shown that the equations developed in
this document can be used for either roll angle reference
with a very simple roll angle adjustment.
The equations developed by Schell [1] are used in the
real time 13.3 GHz radar processor and have always been used
in the TAMU software processing programs. The only modifica-
tion to the TAMU area computation that has ever been made is
a change in the sign on the radical associated with the solu-
tion to the quadratic equation.
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